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FAIR weather is predicted for tonight and
tomorrow. What will
you bet on it?
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THE Mexican papers
seem to think as much
of Wilson as do Ameri
can papers of Huerta.
A matter of viewpoint.
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THE DEATH LIST NOW

McLEAN GIVES UP
New York, Dec. 5. Arthur A.

Mc-

CONVENT! I HAY

proceeds to comLean and Everett Fowler, indicted
ment sarcastically upon the unanim
yesterday, charged with receiving and
ity of thought, indicated .by the consoliciting respectively campaign conTO
tradictory attitude of President WilTO
tributions from corporations, contrary
son and of the chairman of the
to law, surrendered at the1 district athouse of representatives
committee
torney's office today.
on military affairs. It continues:
McLean, whose home ia in New-bur"The Mexican Question has had perN. Y., has been treasurer of
haps in a minor degree the effect of
the democratic state committee for
EXPECTS
VILLA
GENERAL
TO the Dreyfuss case in France of con ADOLPH GERMER SAID TO BE RE-- ' SUFFRAGETTE 3 BURN BUILDINGS PROPERTY
LOSS AS RESULT OF years. Fowler lives at Kingston and MEMBERS OF
THE REPUBLICAN)
founding all critics :wlth this differIMPORTANT
CITY
TAKE
has been called the Tammany "hag
SPONSIBLE FOR STRIKE
BECAUSE OF MRS.
TEXAS FLOOD WILL AMOUNT
NATIONAL
citience,
that
the
COMMITTEE
however,
although
'
URGE
man."
WITHOUT TROUBLE
OUTRAGES
ARREST
TO $2,000,000
zens' and partisans of France
lost
SUCH ACTION
I
After pleading not guilty McLean
their heads, the government of France
furnished bail in the sum ot ?2,50O.
CARHANZA maintained its serenity and coolness. OPERATES
CONFERS
Fowler also pleaded not guilty and
AT WALSENEUCO promise
WJITH
woise NEW DPWNPOIIRS REPORTED was
In the United States the first to
released without bail as he is TO CHANGE TIEPA1TYI0LES
lose its bearings was the government
already under $5,000 bond to appear
THE HEAD OF THE REVOLUTION and today the citizens and
partisans THE MILITARY COMMISSION WILL ENGLISH POLiCE ARE KEEPING SWOLLEN RIVERS ARE EXPECTED for. trial on a previous indictment REPRESENTATION
SYSTEM
IM
IN MEXICO GIVES OFFICER
in the United States show themselves
HOLD A HEARING IN THAT
STRICT VV VTCH TO PRETO CONTINUE TO RISE
charging him with extortion.'
CONVENTIONS IS STRONGto
be
under
better
than
INSTRUCTIONS
PLACE SOON
VENT; TROUBLE
TOMORROW
LY CRITICISED
the chief American magistrate.. His
CONDEMN MONROE DOCTRINE
of
accentuatfront
toward
us,'
change
Washington, Dec. 5. An attack
ROAST
PAPERS
WILSON ed by the press and by influential ZANCANELLI
IS
ACCUSED SHE EEOINS HUNGER STRIKE MANY
PEOPLE
HOMELESS upon the Monroe doctrine as a worn PRIMARY
LAWS MAY PASS
leaders, has long been noticeable.
out garment whicb should be cast
Since nothing happens without some
aside
an
for
international court, was
EL DIARIO OF MEXICO CITY SAYS
AUTHORITIES CHARGE HIM LEADER OF MILITANTS REFUSES TENTS AND PROVISIONS ARE BEgood coming fronlit, the rebels them- QIVIL
made in an address here today before IN THAT EVENT THE PROPOSED
HIS POLICY IS ONE OF
WITH THE MURDER OF A
TO EAT WHILE CONFINED
ING SENT INTO THE COUN
selves, the spoiled children of Presithe American Society for the Judicial
ALTERATIONS WOULD BE
j
HATRED
dent Wilson, have by their evil deeds
DETECTIVE
IN PRISON
Settlement of International Disputes
TRY DISTRICTS
NECESSARY
conAmerican
the
the
Inspired
people,
by William I. .Hull of Swarthmore, Pa.
Juarez, Mexico, Dec. 5. Although. servative press and the reasonable
"It, consequences,1 present and fuThe threat) of the
London, Dec.
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 5i Adolph
Dec.
5.
With
Tex.,
Dallas,
the
Washington, Dec. 5. The issira Of
Francisco Villa's force of 7,000 men leaders of the senate and the house Geimer, international
are appalling," said Mr. Hull.
ture,
militant
suffragettes to resort to vio crest of the flood that has been
organizer of
direct
presidential primaries, brought
was within a few miles of Chihuahua of representatives with the conviction the United Mine Workers of
"Some
of
its past applications and the
America, lent methods of revenge at thi arrest sweeping through north and central
Us applications in the into public discussion by President
of
today it had not actually entered the that the aims of the revolution are who haa directed strike operations in of their leader, Mrs. Bromeline Pank- - Texas for the last two
possibility
odays now
city at 10:30 o'clock. Villa regards unworthy and a menace to civiliza- the Walsenburg district since the hurst, was put Into effect this morn centered in the Colorado and Brazos future have done more than every- Wilson's message, promises to be an
factor In the deliberations.
the capture of the city as a mere tion."
strike was called and who was placed ing with the destruction of a man rivers about Hearne, in the southern thing else put together to alienate our important
of
the
The
editorial
national committee
republican
concludes:
formality, as the civil governor was
fear
under military arrest early today at sion at Weymas .Bay, Scotland; sev portion of the state, it was estimated neighbors. The
here
16. Many believe coa
"In any event It wil always be a that
ordered by General Mercado to turn
of
new
Monroe
the
doctrine
is
greatplace, will be brought before the eral attempts to destroy letters by at noon that the death list would total
'
gresa may provide primaries that wd
consolation to us that in the Amerithe place over to the rebels.
military commissioners tpmorrow for pouring acid into mail boxes and num between 30 and 40 persons and the ly retarding our mutual commerce do
away with the need of any nomi
In anticipation of an important con can congress there are such leaders examination.
and
and
causing profound
widespread
erous Isolated cases of window; smash- - property damage amounts to about
nating conventions before the next
ference with Carranza, head of the rev as Mann to defend us against the rage
international
distrust."
A number of automatic revolvers ln&
7;
1
$2,000,000.
.7 7; 7,
presidential election.
of the government. The situation Is were
o
olutionary government, General
found in Germer's quarters at
Moreover, it was said the women
Many of the dead reported stoce
It was pointed out today that If &
Villa, the rebel commander, re- parallel to that in France when Jules Walsenburg and confiscated. The had a plan to
dp something sensa- last night's estimate of 26 were nedirect
and
us
Fabre
friends
his
defended
MAY
primary law were passed before
BE ALIVE
turned today from the vicinity of
militia also seized a number of let- tional within the next 24 hoiirs, and groes, whose bodies were seen float- LOPEZ
the 1916 elections the need for a
Chihuahua, without having entered against the second empire which ters addressed to Germer, which are the police everywhere kept ji strict
ing in the lower Brazos river today.
change of republican representation
the city, to Villa Ahumada, 80 miles trampled on us, and which the gov- being held as evidence.
watch.
Conditions
IN THE UTAH MINE would disappear.are rapidly improving at
ernment In the White House would
south of the border.
The military commission will sit
Jn the meantima Mrs. Pankhurst points where the water has receded.
Senator
'
to
do."
like
Jones, a member of tha
It was said recent events, such as
at Walsenburg tomorrow and the remained in Exetflr Jail, the authoriHundreds Of persons driven from
laws committee, returned to Washthe evacuation of Chihuahua and the
cases of seven strikers, held for the ties not having decided to remove her their homes
by high water were re- OFFICERS EXPECT AN UNDER- ington today an4 said plans were goAmericans Leave Monterey
further extension of rebel territory,
murder of four mine guards near La to Holloway.
She has already com- ported to have taken
GROUND BATTLE IF BANDIT
refuge in trees
ing forward for a national convention.
Laredo, Tex.,. Dec. 6. Refugees ar- Veta, will be among the first to be menced a "hunger strike."
necessitated a more united underSTILL LIVES
in
the
bottom
lands
near
the
"J am in favor of some form, of a
Hearne,
as
bo
here
far
said,
they
riving
today
future
operastanding concerning
considered.
i
center of the Texas flood district, todirect
,
Monte-reyprimary,' its said. "Ono plan:
Americans
all
had left
knew,
tions.
Louis Zancanelll, held by the miliMrs. Pankhurst Collapses r
Bingham, Utah, Dec. 5. The Utah-Ape- x that appears to bs Hound would proday. Many more refugees were maMexico.
Some of these AmeriVilla today requested Carranza at
tary authorities for the killing of DeExeter, England, Dec. 5. Mrs.
rooned in cotton gin houses awaiting
mine, supposed to be the tomb vide for direct primaries in the states,
Hermosillo to proceed on to Chihua- cans, it was said, were in such finan- tective George W. Belcher since No'the
of Ralph Lopez, slayer of six men, with national
Pankhurst,
rescue.
suffragette
conventions, in wblO'
hua for the conference or to go to cial straits they had to be assisted vember 20, was
The flood's death toll today was was unsealed early today. Upon the delegates would sit In proportion t
formally charged with leader, ia geid totlar to he in a state
J
Villa Ahumada. Should Carranza de- by, agents of the American consular the crime in an information filed-iof colIp3i,- liftvli btartd ; ftnothcr set at- 26, hut this number may be removal of4 the double bulwarks at the the vote la the-- , states. ( Each
''
7 -:- .
.7
cide to go by way of Juarez he would serviced 7 77,W
the district court this morning by hunger and thirst strike since her slightly increased because bodies have exits, the pent up gases that were
'
'"
apportion 'its delegates acco:-'t
have toravel through United States
District Attorney J, J. Hendricks. arrest on 'hoard the Majestic yester- been reported floating in the current driven into the mine from Monday
to
fng
the'strength of the respect-:territory, crossing at Nogales." In that y"' De La Barra in Berlin
The verdict of the coroner's jury did day.
at several points. Hundreds of head morning until late last night, escaped party candidates, and the nation
la
5.
de
Francisco
Dec.
event Carranza would come northward
Berlin,
not implicate Zancanelll, and today's
of live stock have heen drown with a rush.
convention would make
the fir1
from the vicinity of Chihuahua to Barra, formerly provisional president action Is the first taken
It was xpected a posse would be choice."
the civil
ed and scores of homes carried away.
by
here
arrived
from
of
Mexico,
town
Villa Ahumada, the nearest
today
authorities against the prisoner.
WEEKS SPEAKS FOR
Senator Cummins, one of the most
Despite last night's downpour at able to enter before night and search
Paris on his way! to Japan. He spent
with telegraph communication.
The military commission resumed
several points, conditions in north for the body ot the desperado. As it active advocates of rules revision, and
Villa hopes in his trip south of the greater part of the day with the an investigation of tne: Belcher killwas possible Lopez was still alive, chairman of the conciliation commits
Texas have Improved.
Chihuahua, after the conference with Mexican minister to Germany, F. A! ing again this morning' and a finding
ihs
In
deputies were prepared for an- tee, appointed In Chicago last spring,
South
scores
Waco last night
of;
THE CURRENCY ACT
Carranza, to wim some victories De Laza. He did not pay a visit to probably will be made 'public during
who had returned to their other ungerground battle such as
declared today that the decision of
persons
through further desertions by the fed- the foreign office or see any German the day.
homes after Wednesday's high water
Saturday when two of their presidential primarios should not inerals, thousands of whom have been officials.
number were killed.
About 50 strikers have applied for REPUBLICAN
terfere with the holding of a special
SENATOR SAYS THE receded, again were driven out toy a
isolated and without pay for weeks.
work at the mines in the district
Lopez took refuge in the mine eight convention.
second rise caused toy heavy rain.
MEASURE CONTAINS MORE
since yesterday, according to reports
"I am strongly ta favor of direct
Many flood victims were being taken days ago after killing a fellow MexGOOD THAN BAD
,
Sentiment
received at the local offices of the
town of Calvert, a few miles ican and three peace officers on No primaries," he said, "but there Is no
into
the
Washington, De6. 6. Official dis- SUFFRAGE IS TOOL OF
operators.
above Hearne, today. Men who were vember 21.
assurance that the direct primary
Washington, Dec. 5. Two hours of
patches continue''o reportthe arrival
Snow Causes Suffering
"
rescue
said
work
the
will he passed, or at least that
laws
they
directing
talk in the senate today again preof refugees frb'in Mexico at l.redo,
A heavy snowstorm, which, accomMORMON CHURCH
had seen bodies floating in the swolwill not he long delayed. It 13
they
res
on
democratic
the
action
vented
Tex., in large numbers, Mexicans
STRIKEBREAKERS ARE
panied with a high wind, has now as olution to
our duty to go ahead with the con
fixe thirteen hours a day len Brazos river. A few towns are
outnumber Americans and other forsumed the proportions of ''a blizzard,
tents
for
the
for.
vention
asking
refugees.
plans we have outlined anl
bill.
on
sessions
the
currency
eigners fleeing the country.
THIS IS THE ARGUMENT USED continued to rage throughout the
the reformation of republicomplete
BY
there
denied
SHOT
UNION
Bacon
that
Senator
HEN
Refugees from Tampico are expectstrike zone today causing much hard- was
AGAINST IT BY A NEW
can
rules
Officer
that will make the parif
Railway
Dnjwned.
to
aeoate
restrict
any purpose
ed at Port Arthur, Texas, Sunday. The
YORK WOMAN
ship and suffering among the strik- or exhaust the senate, ana senator
Houston, Texas., Dec. 5. Henry
machinery thoroughly responsive to
situation in the Acapulco
district,
ers in the tent colonies and the sol.
Williams repeated that the object Martin, vice president and general FATALITY PROBABLY WILL RE- the will of the voters."
where there, have been . many
William diers of the National Guard. Traffic of the
Washington, Dee..r-Mr- s.
manager of the International and
SULT BECAUSE OF INDIANA.
was
make
to
the
program
demonstrations, is reported F. Scott of New -- York, chairman of fafil a standstill and it is now Impos
POL1S "TROUBLE
talkers talk early, talk lat9,anjd Gratorthern, was drowned at Valworse. The armored cruiser Califor- the
legislative committee of the Guid-eo- sible to move supplies to the outlying' !Mknteohtinuously
.Junction in the Brazos river flooflj!.
ley
talkerb
until
the,,
nia is at Manzanillo, within easy disClub Opposed to Woman Suffrage, districts. Nearly three feet of snow are talked out."
'
Dec. 5. Two
Indianapoiis.'Tnd.,
.
tance.
addressed the house rules committee has fallen aKd fears are entertained
discuss-ewere
one proba
strikebreakers
Senator
shot,
Weeks, republican,
A belated dispatch from Chihuahua
SUSPECTS CLAIM TO
today in arguments against a stand- that the strikers and their families,
a
crowd of striking
when
in
a
administration
bill
the
bly
fatally,
long
Bays good order was maintained when ing committee on suffrage.
numbering nearly 3,000, will suffer
teamsters and sympathizers attacked
and generally enthe federals evacuated the city, and
cam- from hafigefpiMi' exposure before food speech analyzing
'tEach successful suffrage
a
had
the
He
wagon of the Cobura Transfer comit.
signed
BE
dorsing
i:0V!E4CT0i!S
that no inconvenience to Americans paign," she," said, "has been carried and fuel caii be supplied.
PRESIDENT APPOINTS SENATOR
pany today. Jacob Sonenfeld, of Chireport.
is reported. Rail communication be- by an appeal to the people to rise
JEAN DUPOY TO ACT AS
Train service north of Trinidad is
"I can frankly and' honestly say to
cago, was shot through the neck and
tween Saltillo and Torreon continues against the law and the existing gov deinora'ized. No serious wire trouTHE PREMIER
to
are
ta
there
ACfatal.
believed
his
be
senators that
my judgment
injuries
TWO MEN ARE ARRESTED,
uncertain.
ernment under the dictates of self ble is reported.
;
is enough good in this legislation,
George C. Williams of Cincinnati was
CUSED OF BANK ROBBERY
The storm is interfering seriously
interest. In Los Angeles the ,'juffra- Paris, Dec. 5. Up to noon today no
one may dissent from
in the leg.
wounded
,
however
much
MURDER
AND
Cruz
In
Vera
Huerta's Family
further progress had been made in tha
gists chanted to the beat of marching with the limited coal mining opera- some of its provisions, to warrant its
, A crowd gathered around
.wagthe,
Mexico City, Deo. 5. The family of feet, as the labor unions and socialist tions and the supply on hand is not
formation of the new French cabinet.
being supported," said he.
Blythe, Calif., Dec. 5. Two men, on hurling bricks and other missiles.
Provisional President Huerta is said organizations marched bareheaded large.
The venerable senator, Alexandre
fiwhioWhen
the
strikebreakers
robWeefcs
besan
who
ones
iSenator
d.eQlared;
Jthat
suspected of being the
to have gone secretly to Vera Cruz past the prison in which the McNa-mara- s Because of the difficulty and exFell
k
i ,ToFph Ribot, who has twic
hnTSiaa
a
inin
nancial depression could not be bed the Palo Verde Valley bank of ninpr fhAir
on November 30. They are liivng
awaited their fate, 'You vote pense that would be encountered in
held
the premiership, culled at th'i
were
number
of
fired
in
from
W.
A.
legislashots
the
currency
charged to delay
$5,000 and killed the cashier,
quietly in that city, shere their pres- for us and we'll vote for you.' "
bringing details of soldiers now on tion.
palace
today at ft request of PresiBowles, three days ago, were captur- crowd. Police reserves were called and
ence is known to a few intimate
She urged that the federal govern- duty at outlying points to Trinidad
but could not be
dent
Poinoaire,
few
of the leaders
ed today, according to a brief mess- after battering a,
friends. The departure of the Huerta ment have nothing to do with the suf- - and Walsenburg, State Auditor Roady
ti undertake the construction
with
their
crowd.
the
of
Riverside
dispersed
Wilson
clubs,
i
Sheriff
age from
family on that date on a special train .frage question; that it, should be left Kenehan nd .State Treasurer M. J.
of "ft new cabinet.
'
Several arrests were made.
county, who led the pursuit. ,
that the presi- to the states. In this she was sup- Leddy have acceded to the request of
gave rise to.,th
rePresident Poincaire afterward
Sonenfeld and Williams were taken
The men were asleep in bed at El
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
dent himself had left Mexico City.
Senator
Jean
a
ported by Mr. and Mrs. Rosaiter John- General Chase that the men be paid
former
quested
Dupoy,
Centro vhen the sheriff's deputies to a hospital.
.
The report in regard to Huerta was son, also of the Guideon club of New at the several stations. Storm condiminister, to undertake the task, which
pounced upon them. They gave their
based onthe fact that he boardad York. Mrs. Johnson insisted that any tions, however, have stopped the work
he
accepted provisionally nendisig
NO LIGHT IN ROOM
the special early in the morning and state desiring woman suffrage was of the state officials for the present
Washington, Dec. 5. Senate; Met names as Hall Case and Tom Green,
consultation
with his personal friends.
de5.
-The
Shelbyville, Ind., Dec.
moving picture cowboys employed in
accompanied his family as far as
at liberty 'to have it without any and some of the soldiers may not re- at noon.
0
B.
Dr.
fense
William
in
trial
found
officers
of
the
The
Los
Angeles.
Ratification of democratic currency
a few miles out, returning later amendment of the federal constitu- ceive their money for several days.
Craig for the alleged murder of Dr.
in currency on the prisoners.
NEW YORK REPUBLICANS
bill program delayed.
to the federal capital In an automo- tion or any action of congress whatHelen Knabe, today brought out the
New
bill
Hetch
of
Consideration
bile.
York, Deo.- 5. Toe conference
Hetchy
.77
ever."
fact that there was no light in the to shape the republican policy at thes
SMUGGLERS ARE CAUGHT
resumed.
Paper Roasts Wilson
"In making any advance toward v; PRESIDENT WILL MARRY
New York, Dec. 6. The jerky walk Knabe apartment at the time screams approaching session of the New York
Interstate commerce commission
Washington, Dec. 5 President Mar-clCommenting on the initiative in woman suffrage," said Mrs. Johnson,
two firemen going aboard the Ward were beard on the night she met fc'iits l'.lslalvirs brourlit to New V. .";
of
of
bills.
tmet
Brazil
de
Fonzeca of
and postponed consideration
connection with the .National Guard "this government"' would be playing
Hermes
liner Matanzas today attracted the death. Joseph Carr, who testified yes- city today practically- all the Es j
House: Met at noon.
taken by James Hay, congressman into the hands of two forces within Senorita Nair de Teffe, a daughter
on direct exami- who will control
:o i",:ny a
from Virginia, in introducing the ar- the United States that desire the re- of a prominent member of the BraHearings on La Follette seamen's attention of customs guards. They terday for the state,
was
two.
heard
each
said
he
On
Bcrennia.
searched
the
nation,
13.
coming
now
the
between
.be
at
married
will
of
and
hill
in
are
house
zilian
December
bill
Bet
the
volunteer
repsenate,
forces
for
my
public's overthrow. These
Good roads committee agreed to found 7,000 rounds of ammunition, 'from the apartment about 12:30 a. ni. was io fi'rmtil y:
resentatives at Washington, El Diarlo socialism and Momionism.
The lat- national - palace at Rio De Janiero
In canvas vests.
Carr, on crosg cxaminatioji todaj, ticn-- i
cablea
to
next
into
j.ivl c
Monday, according
nays:
begin hearings on many federal aid cleverly concealed
ter introduced woman 'suffrage
The ammunition was confiscated. said he saw no liglit in the apartment. mews wpisen'o
"Following President Wilson's flat this country while Utah was a ter- gram today from the American em- bills.
3
a r
declaration that he will not Intervene ritory, and socialism is responsible bassy. President Fonzeca is a widPassed a resolution to make Feb- The Mabatnas is due to fall for Ha- He was also questioned m to his rea- prctp-' i s :
t.
H
11.
lieh:
"
Is
sons
o:t
bride-to-bDecember
fcr
vana
e
jcita and said
of
T
thought
ower
!!.c
his
classification
68
arms
in
Mr.
our
of
whila
old,
for
force
years
of
affairs,
time,,
the
other
political
for
ruary
by
.particle
every
is SO. The wedding will he an of- lanJs cf Chifka 'V.a and Ohoclaw na- that the ain;ni'ii;ilion was ii;tr t:,lod for had spent much of theeerning in a M-- a
i ;
Hay asks Jhe American congress to woman suffrage in this country or
'
room.
Mexico.
t
in
wine
rebels
the
i:
ficial
executive
to
affair,
the
ample
i:
In
powers
other."
tions,
give
any
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER

In considering subdivision "A" of
Owes Els Life to
the question, Rule 12, adopted tv the
This Lung Remedy
conventions of 1S08 and 1912, is quotU
couch or
nm.Wt a
t ed as follows:
diiiWr ' Wjllf
cold You are ill
call
"Such committee shall issue the
coiitriK-tlnthe
sorlooa Lull Troiililo.
rough or cold which dmw not, yiM to or-to
for the meeting of the national con
a wiirnlii
he
should
treiilment
dinary
vention within 60 days, at least, be
you mid preventive pleasured sliouUl 1)6
m.ssihle.
la ninny
tukpii an soun
fore the time fixed for said meeting,
rHm-Kckuiiin a Alterative, a remedy for
lwis brought
Rod
Throat
I,nnn
Troiililea,
delegates to the national conven- niTuiiiuout recovery. ltcn,l this:
The Le!al Committee of the Republican Party Makes This Report and
Catherine Ave. nod Ascot l'laee.
tion shall be chosen in such manner
f 'mui.. L. I.. N. Y.
It Has Authority, However, to as the national committee shall pro- - "Gentlemen:OlH'eii
Alter a Long Investigation
I wan
In the year W

ii rniiiiiTTCc

ill

UiiL lUiiHiilULL

r in
UNHULL IU
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...CHARGE REPRESENTATION BASIS

P

I

conventions have determined and

Detroit, Mich., Dec. 4. The republican national committee has no authority to change the basis of representation and voting in national

fix-

ed the basis of representation and vot
ing in national conventions, to be
changed only by a national convention.
"There is no federal law providing
for the election of a national eom-o- d
mlttee. While It is true that in a
limited number of states a method is
provided by statute for the naming or
nominating of a member of the national committee, it Is, nevertheless,
true that the members of the national committee, have invariably been
elected by the national conventions
of
of the party since the election
the first committee by the convention
.
of 1836.
..

The national committee has author-- j
Ity to change the manner and methto
future
of choosing delegates
national conventions so as to provide
that delegates be chosen in such man
ner as the laws of the several states
s
from time to time may provide.
shall be chosen according to
the laws of the state they represent
Instead of according to the discretion
of the committee itself.
The national committee has the authority to call a special national con"Whatever method the law of any
vention of the party, the legal form
of which call is provided by the state provides for the selection of a
person to represent the republican
legal committee.
These conclusions are reached in an electors of that state on the national
opinion made public here today by- committee, such selection is, in fact,
Charles B. Warren, of Detroit, cbair- only a nomination properly to be ac
tman of the legal committee, appoint- cepted by the delegation from such
ed by the executive committee of the state in presenting to the next national convention the name of a member
republican national committee.
Washin
from, such state of the national com
committee
executive
The
ington, May 24, last, adopted a reso- mittee.
"The nomination of members of the
lution requesting the chairman to call
a meeting of the national committee, national committee has uniformly
to be held within 60 days after the been made in national conventions by
expiration of the special session of the delegations from the several states
congress convened in March, 1913. and territories, but the election of
The national committee will consider such a committee has invariably been
among other things proposed plans by the national convention.
"The national committee Is then
for party reorganizations. The legal
committee was named to make a de- the creature of the national conventailed examination of the questions tion. It possesses no authority derivthat would arise. Mr. Warren, who ed from any other source whatever.
wrote the opinion now submitted, is It obtains all its powers from the naa new member of the national com- tional convention, and derives no
mittee. He was one of the lawyers authority whatever from any federal
for the United States In the arbitra or state law."
tion with Great Britain before The After examining the proceedings of
Hague tribunal of the North Atlantic past national conventions, this conclu
fisheries controversy. The opinion is sions is announced:
concurred in by the other members of "It Is the opinion of your committhe legal committee, who are United tee, therefore, that the national conSpates Senator Wesley L. Jones o?! venlions, of 1908 and 1912, as did
Representative James lt.jmer conventions, beginning with that
Mann, Illinois; James A. Fowles of of I860, prescribed the present basis
Tennessee, former assistant attorney of representation and voting in
willum Marshall Tiullitt. ofitional conventions of the party, that
New York, former solicitor general; is, that the number of delegates from
numRoy 0. West, of Illinois, and Sherman each state should be double the
and
senators
of
ber
representatives
Ohio,
of
Grange
la reaching1 his conclusion Mr. War- - in congress from Hie state, each en- ren quotes extensively from national titled to one vote; and that any
conventions of the party from that of change thereinn must be made by a
national convention or with the au1856 to that of 1912.
The first question considered was: thority of a national convention.''
The second question considered is:
"Has the national committee authorHas the national committee authority under its present powers to change
of
basis
the present
representation ity to change the manner and method
and voting in national conventions of choosing delegates to future
conventions so as to provide
now, aside from representation from
the territories, territorial possessions (a) that delegatea both from the
and the District of Columbia, being 'states at large, and from eongression-- a
number of delegates from each state al districts, may be chosen in such
eaual to double the number of sen- - manner as the laws of the several
atora and representatives, in congress states may from time to time provide;
from that state, each enttiled to one and so to provide (b) that all delevote?"
gates from any state may be chosen
"To answer this opinion,'' says the from the state at large, or part from
opinion, it is necessary to ascertain the state at large and part from conthe source and extent of the powers gressional districts, In conformity
of the national committee, and to de- with the laws of the state in which
termine whether the various national the election occurs?
,

Dele-Kate-

l

national committee to prescribe, as
did the call issued by the committee
for the convention of 1912, the man
ner of choslng both deelgates at large
and district delegates to the future
national conventions; and! that the national committee may provide, In
calls issued for future conventions,
that delegates at large, and from congressional districts, may be chosen in
conformity with the laws of the state
In which the election occurs, and may
alter the manner of choslng such
delegates as occasion may require so
as to conform with ' such laws as
the several states-maajdopt from
time to time."
Subdivision ' B" of this second question is:
"Has the national committee authority to change the manner and method
of choosing delegates to future national convention so as to provide that
all delegates from any state may be
chosen from the state at large, or part
from the state at large and part from
congressional districts in conformity
with the laws of the Btate in which
the election occurs?"
The opinion cites the rules adopted
'
by past national conventions providing for the election of delegates fom
each congressional district and says
no question would arise as to whether
or not the national committee posses
sed the power to alter the manner of
choosing delegates to the national
conventions so as to abolish congres"were
sional district representation
it not for the wording of Rule 12,
as adopted by the conventions ofj 1908
and 1912."
"The provision of Rule 12, now
consideration as adopted by the
convention of 1908 is (Official pro
ceedings, pa. Ill):
" Such committee

(National com
mittee) shall issue the call for the
meeting of the national convention
within CO days at least before the
time fixed for said meeting, and dele
gates to the national convention shall
be chosen in such manner as the national committee shall provide."
The opinion continues:
"The facts recited from the his
tory of the "party show that the posi
tion of the party is in favor of repre
sentation from congressional districts
Nevertheless the elimination from
the rules adopted by the conventions
of 19(18 and 1912 of all reference eith
er to delegates from congressional
and
districts, or to delegates-at-largthe elimination of the provisions,
found in former rules, prescribing the
manner of electing delegates, left, ac
cording to the terms of the rules, the
national committee clothed with au
thority to provida in the call the manner of choosing delegates for a national convention.
be"The convention undoubtedly
lieved, in view of the historic posi
tion of the party on the question of
congressional district representation
that the national committee would
not issue a call for a national conven
tion which did not provide for the
election of delegatea from congres-
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Inexperienced cooks have few failures when
cooking with Cottolene and experienced cooks
are delighted with it.
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Have you TRIED Cottolene for doughnuts, for fried oysters, potatoes, fish,
croquettes, tarts, pies, meat pastry,

Many, formerly troubled with indigestion, now
use Cottolene and enjoy their food.
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FOR WEDNESDAY,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DEC

3

6 1913

TO

We are crowded for room in our Shoe Department and to reduce the
stock will offer the following unprecedented values on the above named
days only..
Our entire line of women's shoes, both Lace and Button, in Patent,
Gunmetal, Suede Calf, Velour Calf, Vici Kid, Tan Lotus Calf, Brown Buck-ski- n
and Russia, worth $3.50. $4.00. $450 and $5.00, for these days only
at the extremely low price of.
$2.80
Our entire line of womens shoes in Lace and Button in Patent, Vici
Kid and Gunmetal, worth $2.50 a pair, special, only.
$1.75

Compay.

districts for the state at
large; 7but the convention evidently
provided, by the terms of Rule 12, as
adopted, a method of avoiding conflicts between the call issued by the
national, committee and the laws of
the several states whether already enacted or thereafter enacted."
Under the terms of the rule adopt
ed by the 1908 and 1912 conventions,
the national committee can, the opin
ion says, avoid conflict between the
law of a state and the rule of the
party by providing in its call that
deelgates may be elected in conformity with the law of the state in which
the election occurs.
Therefore, it is the opinion of the
committee, in deciding the second
question, "that the national committee has authority under the wording
of Rule 12, as adopted by the conventions of 1908 and 1912, to prescribe
in its call the method of choosing
delegates to future national conventions, including the authority to provide theerln that all delegates from
any state may be chosen from the
state at large, or part from the state
at large and part from congressional
districts, in accordance with the laws
of the state in which the election occurs."
Upon the third question considered,
"has the national committee authority to call a special national convention, of the party," the opinion says
the national committee is the only
machinery provided by the various
national conventions to issue its call
and that the rut:, do not refer to a
special convention, nor to a convention for nominating candidates for
president and vine president. The
opinion declares:
"The method provided can proper
ly be invoked for the purpose of calling a special convention, and it is the
opinion of your committee that the
v.: tional committee has
authority to
call a special national convention."
The fourth question considered is:
ie national committee should
ctoclde to call a special
convention,
what would be a legal form for the
call to be issued by the national committee?" On this the opinion reads:
"In such case the national committee could direct the chairman' and secretary of the committee to issue a
call, within 60 days at least before
the time fixed, for a national convention of delegated representatives of
the party; such call to state:
1. The time, place and purpose of
such convention.
2. That such convention shall consist of four delegates-at-larg- e
from
each state; two delegates-at-larg- e
for
each, representatlve-at-largin congress from each state; two delegates
from each congressional district; six
delegates each frpm Hawaii and Alaska; two delegates each, from the District of Columbia, Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands; that for each delegate chosen an "alternate shall be
chosen in the same manner and at
the same time to 'act in the absence
of the delegates. What delegates-at-large- ,
and congressional district delegates, shall be chosen in each state
in such manner as the republican
state committee of the state in which
the election ocr.ars shall direct; provided, however, that if in any state,
which has provided by law for the
election of all doelgates to a national
convention from the state at large, all
delegates shall be elected in accordance with such law, or shall be chosen from the Hate at large, the national committee will place the names
of Euch de.egates on the temporary
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3. A method for the election of
delegates from the District of Columbia, the territories and the territorial
possessions.
4. The time within wh'ich all dele-
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time state! with the secretary of the Washington College of Law, will ex
national cjiunittee."
plain a few points in parliamentary
law and the legal status of women,
while Mrs. Mary Ware Dennett, who
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they is corresponding secretary of the
cannot reach the seat of the disease. National
American Woman Suffrage
Catarrh is a, blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you association, will give a short course
must take internal remedies. Hall's on the Wbliography of suffrage and
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and its present political status.
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh. Cure is
not a quack medicine. It waa preOnly One "BROMO QUININE"
BROMO
scribed by one of the best physicians That is LAXATIVE
QUIin this country for years and is a NINE. Look for the
of E.
signature
regular prescription. It is composed W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One
Day,
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting Cures Grip in Two Days. 25c.
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingred- PROBLEM OF WAGE EARNING BOY
ients Is what produces such wonderWashington, la., Dec. 6. An effort
Send
ful results in curing catarrh.
to solve the problem of the "wage
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To earning boy" is to be made by the
ledo, O.
sixth annual boys' conference of the
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for con- Iowa Y. M. C. A., which began here
today and will continue through the
stipation. AdVj
remainder of the week. Well known
SCHOOL DAYS FOR SUFFRAGISTS educators, sociologists, divines and
Washington, Dec. 5. A "suffrage employers of labor are to take part
school" to teach the rank and file in the discussions.
of the suffragists the A, B C's or, in
other words the practical points of
Cured of Liver Complaint
the suffrage movement, was opened
"I was suffering with liver comin this city today and will be con- plaint," says Iva Smith of Point
Blank, Texas, "and decided to try a
tinued for two weeks. The attend- 25c
box of Chamberlain's
Tablets,
ance Includes many of the delegates and am happy to say that I am
comto the recent national convention here pletely cured and can recommend
together with a large number of Dis- them to every one." For sale by all
trict of Columbia ftuffragists. Gllson, dealers. Adv.
Gardner has been engaged to teach
the "pupils" how to do press work TO WED FRENCH BALLOON PILOT
Kansas City, Dec. 5. A romance
for the cause. Mrs. Nina Paul and
that
had its beginning in the InterEmma Gillette, both of the George
national balloon race which started
from St Louis three years ago is to
have its culmination here tomorrow
in the marriage of Miss Julia Thomp
i son and Ernest G. Schmolck. 'The
groom-elec- t
was formerly a well
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey known aeronaut and took part in
is the best rem-- v
numerous competitions in Europe and
edy and prevenAmerica.
In the St. Louis, race in
tive for grip,
1910, the start of which was witnesscoughs, colds,
pneumonia and
ed by Miss Thompson and on which
fung troubles.
occasion she first met the aeronaut,
Sold in sealed
Schmolck sailed as aid to Jacques
bottles only at
1 on n hnt.t.lft.
Faure in the French balloon Condor.
Miss Thompson is the1 daughter of
by druggists, grocers and dealers.
Bwfmttf, H. T.
Tltf Duffy MH WtilHrw
Dr. and Mrs. John Henry Thompson

r

rip

of this city. Her marriage with
Schmolck will be her eecond matri-- ,
monial venture. Her first husband,
from whom she is divorced, was Harry W. Loose, heir to the millions of
the biscuit making family.
Guarding Againsts Croup
The best safeguard against croup
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gates shall be chosen and credentials
forwarded to the secretary of the na
tional committee.
B, That all notices of contests sha'l
be submitted in writing, accompanied
by a printed statement setting forth
the ground of contest, filed within a

J

is

a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound in the house, p. H. Glnn

Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold. I give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound and in
every instance they get prompt relief
and are soon cured. We keep it at
home and prevent croup," O. G.
Schaefer, Red Cicss Drug Store.
Adv.

NATIONAL

FIELD

TRIALS

'

i

Letohatchle, Ala., Dec. 5. The annual trials of the National Field Trial
club, the premier event of its kind irt
this country, will begin tomorrow on
the grounds of the Southern Field
Trial club near this place. The en
try list gives promise of some excellent sport. The chief events on the
e
program will be a derby and an
stake, each w ith a purse of $1,000,
divided $500 to the first, $300 to the
second and $2)0 to the third.
all-ag-

Lame back may come from overwork, cold settled in the muscles of
the back, or from disease. In the two
former cases
BALLARD'S

the

right remedy is

SNOW LINIMENT.

It

should be rubbed dn thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
50o and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

WHERE PEREZ FELL
The father of Don Demetrio Perez
was not killed at Santa Cruz de la
Canada, according to local historians,
but was killed on Aeua Fria road in
this city in the Indian uprising of
1883, and the spot where he fell is
marked by a monument just below
Dr. Harroun's place on . Agua Fria
road. Demetrio Perez, who died in
Las Vegas the frist of the week,
was burled yesterday afternoon at 2
o'clock. He was 79 years of age.
.Santa Fe New Mexican.
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a heavy cold and n nasty
Hhoi-I weut to several doctors,
oouf-'h- .
who Rave me a lot of nicilli'lno. .Finally,
1 went to a
specialist, who Kave me creosote that made me sick of all kinds of
food; consequently I fulled in health. I
then went to the CatsUills, and Recmert
to get better, but the couth "till kept up.
I stuyyd there for one year, ami then
went to a farm near Jersey City, a very
sick man. About the time of my return,
my brother recommended Eokuian'a Alterative to me very highly. It is now
nearly two years since 1 first took it. I
am now well, and I dare say that I
would have been burled long ago if 'it
had not been for Kcknian's Alterative.'
(Affidavit). JOSEPH J. TKOESC'HEK.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kcbninn's Alterative has been proven by
many year' test to be most efiieaclous
for nevere Throat and I.milt Affectiona,
Bronchitis. Kronchtal Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding the ayatem.
Contains no
poisons or
drum. Ask for booklet telllnif
of recoveries,
and write to Kcktnati
laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale by nil leading druKsIstB
and. E. , Murphey and Central Drug
token
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National vide."
Change the Manner of Electing Delegates to the
the committee says
this
Upon
point
Conventions So as to Conform to the Lavs Existing in the It is its opinion "that it is at the
Various States
present time within the power of the
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

5jii3!V tm-

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

'

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash,

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID OINT TIME DEPOSITS
1

S SAVINGS BABJE
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-

'$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON
H, W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

.
.

President

vice President
Treasurer
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Discount on oJl
Society Brand, ound
Style Plus Suits and Overcoats. All the newest styles
and shades, in Worsteds, Serges and Casamers. . . .

ill

Hirsh-Wickwir- e,

ly
Men's $15 Suits and Men's $25 Suits
Overcoats
Overcoats

and Men's

:

Suits Men's $40 Suits and Men's $17 Style Plus Men's $30 Suits and Men's $20 Suits and
Overcoats
Suits and Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats

IS12.50

and Overcoats

$16.55

$10.00

5, 1913.

$8.00

J

ALL MEN'S AND BOY'S
FURNISHING GOODS

I

$27.00

$11.55

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT

$20.00
BUY

!

YOUR

NOW.

$15.55
HEAVY APPAREL

PRICES NEVER LOWER

This being the close of our first year's business we take this opportunity to tha.nk our many friends and
patrons who have so li beraJIy. patron ized this store and to give them a.dvanta.ge of buying heavy apparel
in the heart of the winter season at a grea.t sacrifice of profits on our part and a very liberal saving to them.
COME IN and LOOK
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BUY

EVEN THE GROUCH

LIKE

WOULD

THIS
"THE ROSE MAID"

IS A LIGHT
OPERA THAT IS REALLY
WORTH WHILE

Las Vegans, who have not had an
opportunity to witness the presentation, of a really excellent light opera
in several months, were delighted
with "The Rose Maid," the attraction
at the Duncan opera house laBt night,
while the sophisticated city people
who chanced to be visiting here and
took in the play expecting to be bored,
announced to their friends that the
performance was put on practically as
well as when the show made its first
appearance in New York and Chicago. Thus everybody left the opera
house pleased, though each represented an outlay of $2, which is a liberal
amount to give up for an evening's

entertainment
That extra "four bits,"

however,
purchased considerable in the way of
"fixings" which combined to make the
performance more pleasing. It enabled the management to provide a
delightful orchestra and what would
"'The Rose Maid" have been without
the orchestra? Imagine it accompanied by piano and drum only! That
"cincuenta centavos" additional was
responsible for the high class actors
and pretty girls, beautiful stage settings and enchanting costumes, but
jt also would have been responsible
for a big howl had the show failed to
"get across."
What made "The Rose Maid" a
success was its beautiful music, its
high, class comedy and its charmingly
expressed sentiment. In none of the
comic parts did any of the men say
"Damn," which is surprising, as that
word not particularly funny off the
stage is always counted upon to bring

V",

m
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a laugh when wafted over the footlights.
Mr. Howard Marsh, who played the
leading male role, that of the Duke of
Barchester, is the possessor of a
beautiful tenor voice. He appeared to
best advantage in the finale to the
first act, when he sang a farewell to
his old home and "The Rose Maid."
In "I Live for You Alone" in the second act, with Miss Grace Kennicott,
"The Rose Maid," his voice' had an
opportunity to show its strength and
sweetness. Miss Kennicott is a delightful singer as well as a remarkably clever and pretty actress. She
shone with particular brightness in
"Roses Bloom for Lovers. "The Rose
Maid Waltz," which - concluded the
first act, was so appealing that it was
encored several times. This was
beautifully accompanied by chimes
scattered about the edge of the balcony. Miss. Orellia, Collins, who played the part of the Princess Hilda,
showed ability as an actress and singer, as did Mis3 Beatrice Balfour as
the Countess Bertrand.
Messrs Edwin A. Clark, Lew Leder-e- r
and William Moore, who portrayed
Dennis, Schmuke arid Chumley, the
anxious creditors of the young duke,
furnished the greater part of the comedy of the piece. They showed themselves masters of the laugh, as well
as nimble dancers and clever singers.
was the
Mr. Ben McCrombe, who
Hon. Bertie Walpole, chum of the
duke, was distinguished by his good
looks and artistic dancing. Mr. McCrombe seemed able to make his feet
perform most any trick and he was
as nimble and graceful as a chorus
girl. Mr. Howard Marsh, as uncle of
the Duke, showed ability.
The dancing of the turkey trot by
the entire company during the second
act was hilariously funny and was 'responsible for much applause upon the
part of the audience. It was in this
stunt that Mr. McCrombe and Mr.
Lew Lederer showed their terpsicho-reatalent to best effect.
To enumerate all the song hits and
give all the actors the praise they deserve would require too much space
and time. The company was well bal- -
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INDIGESTION ENDED,
FINE

FEELS

"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" FIXES SOUR,
v
GASSY, UPSET STOMACHS

111

SANTA FE WORKS
FOR THE MAIL
CONTRACT
COMPETES WITH THE UNION
CIFIC IN A STRENUOUS
SPEED WAR

PA-

GAliiE NEXT FRIDAY

Topeka, Kan., Dec. 5 At last, the
reason for the recent action of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway in running its crack California
limited around Topeka is solved. The
new time card which goes into effect
Sunday eliminates this city foom the
map of the California limited service.
On the other hand this train is held
40 minutes in Kansas City when formerly only 10 minutes were required
to attend to tliV Missouri city's patronage.
The reason is this: The Santa Fe Is
at the present time engaged in a speed
war with the Union Pacific in an effort to obtain the government mail
contracts from the Atlantic coast. In
holding the California limited 40 minutes at Kansas City, the Santa Fe will
be able to connect with the Missouri
Pacific from St. Louis and capture
the valuable bags of mail en route to
the Pacific ocean ports.
In other words the Santa Fe Is required to make fast time through Kansas and the Emporia cutoff is a part
of the speed program. In going over
the cutoff, Topeka reposes peacefully
on a
It is intimated in
railroad circles today that it will not
be long before the California limited
comes back .through the capital city
then tranquility will regin once more.
Topeka, in reality, would rather lose

CONTEST WILL OCCUR IN THE
ARMORY AND BE FOLLOWED. BY A DANCE

Gcod Tims Mm
For Blood Health

fN FIVE MINUTES

.

Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indigestion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
food you eat ferments into gases and

stubborn lumps; your head aches and
you feel sick and miserable, that's
when you. realize the magic in Pape's
Diapepsin. It makes all stomach misery vanish, in five minutes.
If your stomach Is in a continuous
revolt if you can't get it regulated,
please, for your sake, try Pape's DiaIt's so needless to have a
pepsin.
bad stomach make your next meal a
favorite food meal, then take a little
Diapepsin. There will not be any distress eat without fear. It's because
Pape's Diapepsin. "really does" regulate weak,
stomachs that
gives it Its millions of sales annually.
Get a large
case of Pape's
Diapepsin from any drug store. It is
the quickest surest stomach relief and
cure known. It acts almost like magic
it is a scientific, harmless and pleasant stomach preparation which truly
belongs In every home. Adv.
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anced, the chorus girls and men being possesors of excellent voices and
fully capable to take care of the
work assigned to them. "The Rose
Maid" was altogether delightful, and
he would be a grouch indeed who
could see it without pleasure.
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the California limited than any other
fast train through the city. The limited takes only a few passengers comparative to the patronage accorded
the other Santa Fe trains through this
city. In other ways the service, east,
west, north and south, is in excellent
shape. The simple fact that the capital city was overlooked in both the
limited and the De Luxe, caused a
little lump In the craw of Topeka.
The fight forthe
mail
contract Is being watched with Interest by railroad men all over the west.
The Atlantic mail the part of it
over which the two big railway systems are contesting is now being
routed over the Union Pacifc by the
way of Omaha. Ten tons of this matter are being carried to San Francis-cby the Union Pacific and allied
lines. The Santa Fe wants the con
tract for this mail and the new pro
gram of the limited is one of the steps
toward the capture of the prize.
The new schedule of the Santa Fe
has taken the Union Pacific officials
from their feet. In the general offices
in Omaha there; was a" meeting forthe
purpose of cutting the Santa Fe time.
When their plans are made known it
will be interesting to see what new
move will be inaugurated by the Ripley road.
Under the present time card it takes
96 hours for a mail pouch to make the
distance between New York and San
Francisco. The Santa Fe has a big
hold on the government contracts for
Southern California. The Union Pacific has held a good share of the
northern California business.
Mail weighing in this district begins
in February. This is a crucial period
for the railroads. The four year contracts are made on a basis of the
weight of the mails during this period. The speed race for contracts is
a curtain raiser to the real test after
the weights are gi'. en.

Read Palace' Clothing company's
advertisement on page 3. Adv.

Energies

Are

More Keen

and Respond Quickly
to Help.

CS

BEN LEWIS,
Proprietor

lor and the administration have called
it. That is beside the question. Ther
did call it that. And Dobody at the
university is disposed to get into an
with the board of adminis
argument
DANCED-Atration over any subject, let alone tha
subject of whether a certain dance ia
good ' or not.
1
U
Therefore the second advent of
Miss Garvey and Miss Howe Into Law
rence social circles i3 awaited with
THE LAWRENCE CLUB MEMBERS pleasurable anticipation by some of
the members of the club, and with,
ADOPT DANCE BANNED BY
THE FACULTY
just a little uneasiness by others.
Just a word of explanation: Th
Lawrence, Kas., Dec 5. "To tango club gets its name from the fact that
or not to tango," was the question midnight is the hour the dances end,
that agitated the Midnight Dancing not the time they begin.
club, an exclusive organization of
Lawrence society people at a recent A LOVELY FACE-B- UT
UGLY
meeting. The question was discussed
HAIR
How often you see an otherwise
and there was considerable fervency
of feeling displayed in the matter.
lovely face spoiled by homely hair
When the question finally was put a face that would be most charmingto a vote it was found that the club ly 'beautiful if she only had prettier
by a decided majority wished to tan hair. What a pity! and how foolish!
Because that ugly hair, Vringy, dull,
go.
Tw enable the members to find out lifeless-lookinthough it may be, can
how it is done Miss Hazel Howe and be made as glossy, soft, silky and
Miss Margaret Garvey of Topeka will beautiful as the heart could desire .if
be Invited as the guests of the club only taken proper care of.
to the next meeting, w.hich will be
Harmony Hair Beautlfier Is just
held a week from Thursday night. what it is named a hair beautifijr.
Miss Howe and Miss Garvey will give It is not a hair dye or hair oil it 13
an exhibition of the fancy dancing just a dainty,
3. quid
steps which they learned In New Tork dressing to give the hair its natural
last summer and yif the steps strike gloss and brightness, Its natural wavy
the fancy of the club members thej softness, Its natural rich beauty.
two young women will be engaged to Very easy to apply simply sprinkle
a little on your hair each time befcie
give a series of lessons. '
Miss Howe and Miss Garvey are not brushing it. It contains no bii. andi
strangers in Lawrence. They visited will not change the color of the hair,
'
in town some weeks ago and at that nor darken gray hair.
To keep your hair and. scalp dandrtime m'ade arrangements for the or
and clean, use Harmony
ganization of a tango club among the uff-free
fraternity people at the university. Shampoo. This pure liquid shampoo
Two newspaper correspondents spoil- gives an Instantaneous
rich lather
ed this club by printing a story about that immediately penetrates to every
it before the first meeting. Official part of hair and scalp, insuring a
toes at the university were stepped on quick and thorough cleansing. Washby the printing of the story and the ed off just as quickly, the entire oprash correspondents were suspended. eration takes .only a few moments.
After the official kibosh had been Contains' nothing that can harm th
IF CHILD IS CROSS
placed oahe tango by the university hair; leaves no harshness or stickig
cleanlithe students decided that they didn't ness just a
FEVERISH AND SICK want to have the club either. It ness.
Both preparations come la
really didn't matter so much, for most
of the prospective members of the
very ornamental bottles, with,
IF TONGUE 13 club knew; how to tango anyway.
LOOK, MOTHER!
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beatu
COATED GIVE "CALIFORNIA
Later the two Topeka young women tifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, E0s.
' SYRUP OF FIGS"
organized a dancing class at Topeka Both guaranteed to satisfy you la
Children love this "fruit laxative," which attracted the leading families every way, or your money back. Sold
and nothing else cleanses the tender of the town into membership. The In this
community only at our store
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
club which they are about to form in
The Rexall Store one of the more
A child simply will not stop playing Lawrence will be of the same sort.
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the
to empty the bowels, and the result is,
The members of the club will be United States, Canada and Great Britthey become tightly clogged 'with private citizens and if they wish to ain, which own the tig Harmony labwaste, liver gets sluggish, stomach learn to tango there is no one to say oratories In Boston, where the many
sours, then your little one becomes them nay.
celebrated Harmony Perfumes and.
feverish, don't eat,
cross, half-sicBut there is just the tiniest spice Toilet Preparations are made. B. o.
sleep or act' naturally, breath is bad, of adventure in the tango as taken Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas
system full of cold, has sore throat, up by the Midnight Dancing club. The Streets, East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Llstun, fact is, there are a number of univerMother! See if tongue is coated, then
The Czar of Russia has a newspar
sity faculty people who are members
of "California of the club. May
give a teaspoonful
they tango where per of his own, specially printed each,
Syrup of Figs" and In a few hours students may not?
r
morning. It is, the moat exclusive
all the constipated waste, sour bile
in the world, for only two copies
It Is understood that the question
and undigested food passes out of the has been given serious consideration are supplied, one for the czar and the
system, and you have a well, playful by the faculty members of the club. othor for his private secretary.
child again.
The university has put the grave ban
Millions of mothers give "California of Us
displeasure upon the sport of
Syrup of Figs" because It is perfectly tangoing.
Both the chancellor and
V
harmless; children love it, and It the board of administration call the
never fails to act on the stomach,
tango "suggestive," and say the uniliver and bowels.
versity will have none of It.
botAsk your druggist for a
It ts understood that the vote to
tle of "California Syriip of Figs," take the tango lessons was slipped
which has full directions for babies, over at the last
meeting of the Midchildren of all ages and for grown-up- s
night Dancing dub despite the protest
Dlainly printed on the bottle. Beware of the faculty members. They do fcot
of counterfeits eold here.
Get the feel like going out of their way to do
Tenuine, made by "California Fig something the university Mas officially
?yrup Company. Refuse any other declared against. The, tang;o dance
kind with contempt. Adv.
may or may not be what the chancel
coast-to-coa-

TANGO

IS AGAIN
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Final arrangements were completed
today for the big basketball game to
be played at the armory next Friday
night between the Lubin New Mexico
Motion Picture company team and
the city team. Arrangements also
were made for a dance to be given
after the game. The dance feature
proved most entertaining at the last
game, and doubtless it will prove
equally as enjoyable this time.
The Lubin company has a strong
lineup and promises to make things
lively for the etrong city aggregation.
Jesse Robinson, the husky boy who
has played leads with the Lubin company since its location in Las Vegas,
will play the central position, accord
ing to the present arrangement,
center
against John Webb, the r
of the city team. Cytron, Aldrich,
Wilkie and others will finish the lineup of that organization.
The city team's lineup probably
will be: John Webb, center; Prentice
White and Julius Krause, forwards;
Harold Stewart and Frank Winters,
'
guards.
Mrs. Anna Simlson and John Cook
wiil furnish
musio for the dance,
which will be charged for at the rate
of 5 cents a dance. The admission
to the game and dance will be 25
cents.
all-sta-
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If yon ar flown with rhenmatisni ; If
you snueze, feel chilled, are choked with
catnrrh, hove a coiikU, or your skin 18
pimpled and lirltnred with rash, eraema,
or any other blond disorder just remember that all the ills of life come from Impure blood. And you can easily give your
blood a good thorough cleansing, a bath
by using S. S. S. There la no need for
anyone to he despondent over the Illness
of blood Impurities. No matter how badly
they attack the system, 'or how unsightly
becomes the skin, Just remember there Is
one Ingredient in S. S. S. that so stimulates the cellular tissues throughout the
body that, each part selects lis own essential nutriment from the blood.
This means that all decay, all breaking down of the tissues. Is checked and
S. S. S. hits such a
repair work begins.
specific Influence on all local cells as to
preserve their mutual welfare and afford
a rironer relative assistance to each other.
For ina-nyears people relied upon Mercury. lodKH of Potash. Arsenic, "l'hysics,"
Cathartics ana' "Dope" as remedies for
blood sickness, but now the pure vegetable
S. 8. S. is their safeguard.
Yon .on et S. S. S. in nnv druff store.
but insist upon having It. And you should
take no chance by permitting anyone to
And if your
recommend a substitute.
blood rendition is such that you would
like to consult a Specialist freely, addrens
Medical lepl The Swift Specific Co., 218
Swift Bldg,, Atlanta, Ga,
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THE KIND THAT LASTS
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....Editor.

M. M. PADGETT
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How to Bankrupt the' Doctors
A prominent New Yorfc:: physician
says, "If it were not for the thin stocking and thin soled shoes worn by
women the doctors would probably be
bankrupt." When you contract a cold
do not wait for It to develop Into
pneumonia butTtreat it at once. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is Intended
especially for coughs and colds, and
has won a wide reputation by its

;

.

.

One Year
8ix Months

$6.00
3.0C

.

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

One Year
Els Months

$2.00
1.00

(Cash in Advance for Mall

Subscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money
order. It sent otherwise we will not
lie responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
ALL

PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers

TOILET WARE

are

guaranteed

AT

Notwithstanding the
time of year, we are
forced by an overstock
caused by the backward
season to turn our stock
of Clothing and Furnishmi
There
into
money.
ings
fore we are going to

the

dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northern New
Mexico.
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CURLS FOB VAUDEVILLH

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
5.
Dec.
Chicago,
DJsappolnting
threshing returns In Argentina put
strength today Into the wheat mar
ket. The opening was
to
high-

.'

Michaels Stern and

er, and prices hardened still further,
but later underwent a reaction. Re
ceipts northwest fell away half. The
close was nervous,
to,
,
" '
cents net higher.
Prospect of Btorms, working east
flurried the shorts In corn. Opening
cent up with
figures were Ya to
a subsequent additional gain, and then
a declinfl that offsnt nfinrlv nil ihn
advance. The close was steady; the
same as last night to
cent up.
Oats reflected the course of other
grain. Offerings were moderate except for May, of which there was
plenty for sale on the upturn.
First sales of provisions showed a
rise of 2 to 15 cents with the market promising to hold fairly well. The
closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. 88; May

people.
Sophomore
9 11 ....
VI

U,:

'

This is an opportunity you do not often have this time of year

TELEPHONES

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

cures of these diseases. It is most
effectual and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

,

Copyright Hut Scbaffnct & Ma:

largest

Business Office
News Department

put all, our Men's and
Boy's Suits and Overcoats on sale at i off.
This is all new, fresh
merchandise made by
m Hart Schaffher and Marx,

:

25

1

DISCOUNT

The Emporia Gazette says:
A young gentleman ibrought an advertisement to the Gazette office today
hich announced that he wanted two
young Iadie3 for vaudeville. The
3scette refused the advertisement because it had no desire to make four
oils at the expense of the lives of
two glrla who, when they had a few
years' taste of the life, would hate it
with a bitter hate. There Is nothing
for boya or slrls In that life; It doesn't get any placa It has no place in
e
maintain an impaired service with
the world, and generally it leads to
i'OIVFALL
BREAKS
suame. .ways In the end, whether
points.
Advices from Colorado cities and
it ends In shame or not, It does end
In heartbreak. The normal life of a
RECORD OF 28 YEARS tevns showed practically no change
from conditions last night the snowas
a
wife and mother, all
"woman,
fall varying from 16 inches on the
women may not enjoy more's the
to 50 inches along the contisome
plains
women, indeed, are not COLORADO
REPORTS
pity;
.GROUND
nental divide. A comparatively even
fitted for the normal life but most of
COVERED TO A DEPTH OF
temperature, slightly below freezing,
them are. But every woman under
29 INCHES
prevailed and with little wind there
the sun may, If she will, avoid starting
had been no severe suffering from exon a career which emphasizes her
posure in the cities.
sex
1
5.
Dec.
At
purely
charms, and feeds itself upDenver, Colo.,
Practics'ly no reports had been reon her vanity. A certain amount of
o'clock this afternoon the gov- ceived
from the range country and re
sex vanity is inevitable, and Is good.
ernment weather bureau records
mote rurfl and mining districts. The
But the show business vastly overshowed a snowfall of 33 inches,
police lind iecelved eg reports of perdoes it, and that is the path that
breaking all Denver records. The
sons dad, injured or missing.
leads down to hell. So the Gazette
district forecaster said that If
Denver's Streets Blocked
had to forego the four bits, in the
the present snowfall continues
the hundreds of men
Reinforcing
of
some
seems
as
hope
until evening
probable
saving
poor girls.
and
wtih
Bhovels, ordinary road
picks
o
the fall will reach 40 inches.
drawn
scrapers
by six horses were
2
o'clock four persons
Up to
WORKING FOR SENTIMENT
brought into use today in an effort to
had been reported to the police
the
clear the street car tracks in
as missing. Two women were
to noon litThe Atlanta Georgian of recent date
fr downtown section, but up
snowdrifts
from
unconscious
dug
contains an editorial commenting uptle impression had ,been made on the
last night There, were reports
Wet packed snow piled several feet
on the refusal of Judge Roan to grant
of building collapsesr ln which
a new trial to Leo M. Frank of Atlanhigh in the streets,,,
there was possible loss of life,
Vehicles are, Abandoned
ta, who recently was convicted of
not
were
confirmed.
but these
Abandoned delivery wagons,, drays,
murder. The paper suggests that
Undertakers served notice to- hacks and automobiles were to be
there are circumstances connected
day that there would be no at-seen throughout, the !lty. Almost no
case
wtih the
which make it appear
tempts at present, to hold
that Frank should be granted another
attempt was made by commission
funerals. Many 'bodies are being
firms and jobbers today to make deopportunity to show his innocence.
held at undertaking establish- Friends of Frank have circulated 1 ments. .
liveries even down town, and many
hotels and restaurants had their stores
copies of this editorial all through the
It was announced today that
to
asked
the
newspapers
country and
no attempt would be made to .replenished by gangs of men carrying
make comments upon It ' There apsupplies,
open the city schools until the
Coal dealers, milkmen ... and .others
pears to be a strong effort being made
storm abated and the streets
'
who
to aid, the convicted man, Frank's
ordinarily make - daily , trips
are clear.
friends insist that he did not have a
through the city were unable to care
fair trial and that he was convicted
for their trade.;;; Carriers delivered
what little mail there was only with- through testimony of a negro who ad
mitted having lied in several lnstan- - ; Denver, Dec. SA--A :mantle of ao- - in a radinsl of one mile. No mail mat
ces.
proximately 29 inches of snow cover- ter has been received since yesterday.
Doubtless if Frank's friends cah ed this city and suburbs early today
Reports from Central City today
make as convincing an argument be and the priciptatnon continued. The stated that a party of rescuers who
fore the court as they can in their local weather bureau could give no last night went in search of eight
letters, they can obtain a new trial nromise of immediate relief. The miners were lost.
for him, as courts, in matters of this snowfall of the last 30 hours estabStage Coach' Missing
The stage running from Boulder to
Icind, have ever shown a desire to give lished a new record for 28 years and
the defendant the benefit of every approached the record fall of 32.1 in- Jimtown was reported lost with its
'shadow of a doubt." The evidence ches in a three days' storm In April, driver. A stage was reported missing
In iha ca.sr ftunh nnrtn rf U tlmt
near Buena Vista. At 1 o'clock railreached this portion of the country
All street car and suburban train road traffic still was tied up.
"Cables and invalids first," was the
through the Associated Press pointed traffic was blocked. None of the
to Frank's guilt but from this distance railroads hag sent any trains out of dairymen's slogan, and effort to deIt would be impossible for any person Denver since 6 o'clock last night, and liver their product today was confino'
to form a correct opinion. Frank's it. was announced that no attempt ed to this class.
was
marooned
before
today
Fort Collins
friends should devote their energies would be made , to move any
the lust train reaching that city at 8
to the presentation of their arguments noon today.
before the proper authorities in Local, telephone communication was o'clock last night, more than twc
Georgia instead of endeavoring to impaired, principally because of a hours late. Traffic and business were
create a sentiment in favor of the shortage of operators at the centcal practically suspended.
At Cripple Creek the thermometd
condemned man all over the country offices. Only by heroic efforts were
-- which would do little good.
the telegraph companies enabled to hovered close to the zero mark and a

On All Children's Overcoats
and Knee Pant Suits

DISCONUT

1-- 3

25$

DISCOUNT

On All Men's Shirts' and
Underwear ;

May
May
Pork, Jan. $21.07; May $21.12.
Lard, Jan. $10.82; May $11.12.
Ribs, Jan. $11.02; May $11.25.

GREEN BERGER
out-'sid-

,

i

heavy snow, driven by a stiff wind
fell today. The average fall in the
district was given at five feet
A foot of snow was reported at LV
Junta, while at Lamar In southeastern Colorado, It was clear and warm
with no snow.
fall of snow
Only a 12 to
was reported from Leadville, near the
summit of the Continental divide.
Cheyenne reported three feet of snow,
with the weather clear and warm.
Entire absence of snow was the information received from Grand Junction in western Colorado.
The storm area appears to be local
to the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mouutains extending east toward the
Colorado state line and embracing
southeastern Wyoming, esfstern Colorado and northeastern New Mexico.
h

The Man Who Neglects Himself
When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache,' pain and soreness over the kidneys,1 nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will disappear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder In a clean, strong and
O. G. Schaefer,
healthy condition.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ADMIRAL

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 5 The general tendency of the market during the morn-

Gas In the stomach comes from food
which has fermented. Get Tid of this
badly digested food as quickly as possible If you would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINB is the remedy you
neea. it cleanses and strengthens the
stomacn, uver ana bowels, and re
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

10 Yards

90c
Yards limit to each customer

'

7 to

CITY LIVE STOCK

35c
Maco Hose For Women, al

sizes, Per Pair

26c

9

65c

Women's 411 Wool Sweaters, $5
Children's Union Suits
and
Reds. Special (Fleeced,) Full Run of Sizes
Values, Grays

19c

i

KANSAS

Kansas City, Dec. 5. Hogs, receipts
5,500. Market 5 to 10 cents higher.
Bulk $7.357.65; heavy $7.607.75;
packers and butchers $7.607.70;
lights $7.357.60; pigs $5.506.75.
.
Market steady to strong. Prime fed
steers
beef
$6.7509.25; dressed
western steers
steers $6.758.15;
$5.757.75; southern steers $5.50
7.25; cows $4.257.25; heifers $5.50
9: stockers and feeders $5.507.50:
bulls $4.757; calves $6.5010.50. ;
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market strong.
Lambs $7.258; yearlings $5.50
6.65; wethers $4.505.50; ewes $4

ing was reactionary, although movements were confused and little progress was made by the list as a whole
toward a lower level. Strength of the;
market having been exhausted tempo
rarily by the midweek rise, bears renewed their attack, singling out stocks
which appeared to be most vulnerable on account of the effect of con- - 4.75.

21k
Iron Clad Hose for Children
No. 15, Per Pair

'

Further unfavorable reports from
the copper and steel trades, another
drop in copper metal and evidences
in the last railroad statements that
the earnings were still falling off, furnished an ostensible basis for bear
.Belling.
Hi;,'h money rates put a
stop to speculative buying of any
magnitudde.
Efforts of banks to strengthen their
position caused the marking up of
call money, renewals commanding six
per cent. Bonds were irregular.
Reduction In the probable cash loss
by the banks tomorrow below previous estimates oaused shading in call
loans, which had touched 6
per cent.
The tone of stocks was also better,
Reading reaching its best figure.
The market closed firm. Recovery
In prices toward the end of the session was.due to the disinclination of
some traders to have open contracts
over night. Final changes were unimportant, except in a few specialties.
Pool operations produced a Bhow of
activiy anl strength in Interborough
Metropolitan preferred which touched
61. The last sales were:,,(
70
Amalgamated Copper
.'.
105
Sugar, bid
;
Atchison
93
Northern Pacific
107
162
Reading
87
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
15214'
57
United States Steel
104
United States Steel, pfd

Saturday Night
Specials
xt Bacharach's

ArnoskeagOuting Flannel for

10

9t.

71.
43.

72;
29;

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

tinued business recessions in certain
lines.

49c

$3.25

HEADQUARTERS for XMAS SHOPPING

BIRTHDAY

UPSHUR'S

Washington, Dec. 5 A man who
was a veteran of the navy before most
of the present day naval officers were
born Is Rear Admiral .John Upshur,
who celebrated his ninetieth birthday
anniversary today at his home in this
city. After serving in' the navy for
several years. Admiral Upshur entered
the Annapolis academy and was graduated in 1848, In time to be present
at the siege and capture of Vera Cruz.
He accompanied the Perry expedition
to Japan and later saw service in the
south Atlantic and the Mediterranean.
Throughout the civil war period he
was actively employed. During the
latter part of the war he commanded
the flagship of the north Atlantic
fleet and took part in the final bombardment and capture ol Fort Fisher.
In 1885 Admiral Upshur was retired
on his own application, after nearly
half a century of service in the navy.
--

J. A.
TEXAS.
GEORGETOWN,
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound hag
been my household
remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles.num-It
has given permanent relief in a
ber of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Echaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Monday Bargains
Boy's Pants

Monday
1"

A

KnickerboclerStyles
AH Sizes
.

Worth up to $1.00,
Special

GDo

$1.00 and $1.23
Qualities

89c

1--

5

Men's and
Boy's

Pajamas
and Night
Gowns
'THE

Opposite
Castaneda
Hotel

Off

$1.25, 1.50
and $1.75
Shirts

Monday

12 Yds. Lonj
Cloth

'

Manhattan and

Cutter and Crossette

Regular 25c Per Yd

Makes, each

Per Bolt

99c

32.25

Store rof Quality"
r
o

ET3tr

E.LA$VEGAS.

J
V

N.Mf

On
Balcony

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

MUTUAL MOVIES

last night for a several days' business

'

Palace Clothing company s
advertisement on page 3. Adv.
Kead

Coughs That Prevent Sleep
These coughs are wearing and it
they "hang on," can run one down
physlccally and lower the vital resis.
tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
cough that kept me awake nights.
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
-

TY.

"IN THE MOUNTAINS OF VIRGINI A" Drama.
(American.)
"THE SILVER TONGUED ORATOR" Comedy.
(Tanhouser.)
"A WOMAN'S WIT" Drama. (Kaybee.)

majority for women's suffrage
in the next parliament.
They have concentrated m the hope
of arranging the organization of suffragist electors in the constituencies
before the general election. The Idea
is that these electors should put "suffrage first"; In other words, that they
F
should inform the candidates that
their votes will be given in the interest of women's suffrage.
'Lprd'
PRESENT RULER OF ENGLAND Lytton and Pethick Lawrence are
both in favor of the plan.
FAVORS ASSOCIATES OF

GEORGE ADMIRES

HIS FATHER'S

IE!

Norman Brookes, the great Aus- tralian tennis player, who has not P'
peared in first class tennis since his
defeat hy James C. Parke in the last
Davis1 cup competition in Australia,
has decided to return and will play
in the tournaments on the Riviera this
winter. If all goes well with him he
will make another attempt to win the
championship next year.
This of course means that Australia,
with the help of Mr. Brookes, who is
still considered one of the best, if
not the' best, individual player in the
world, is going to make a strong bid
to take the Davis cup away from
America next year and give it an
other trip to the Atipodes. On the
Riviera Mr. Brookes will again have
an opportunity of meeting his old
competitor, Anthony F. Wilding. When
last here Mr. Brookes was considered
the best player of the two, but Mr.
Wilding has improved so much that
the struggle should be a very keen
one.

M. C. A.

KING

London, Deo. 5. King George, if
not Queen Mary is making an especial
with the Ja'te
point of being, friendly
'
King Edward's friends. At a number of house parties, where the names
of guests are first submitted to his
majesty, it has been noticed that
many of those who figured prominent
ly in court circles in the last re'.gn
are again to be found.
At the shooting party given by Viscount Iveagh at Elveden for the king,
for Instance, Count Albert Mensdorif
and the Marquis de Soveral, whp were
two of King Edward's Closest friends,
were among the guests. They have
the reputation of being the most en
tertaining men in society, and of
course are notable for perfectly fit
ting and up to date clothes. Sir Oerek
and Lady Keppel, Sir Ernest Cassell
and Leopold de Rothschild, the last
two King Edward's financial advisers,
and all close friends of the late court,
were also present. The members' of
the Guinness family, of which Lord
Iviagh is the head, are in favor with
the present sovereign as they were
with the last.

"

While the Duke Qf Westminster and
tils influential committee of titled
and distinguished men have been raising something less than $50,000 for
their half million fund to train British
athletes for the next Olympic games
at Berlin, the trade unionists of the
country have, without any great effort, raised- oyer a quarter of a million dollars "for ' the wives and children of the Dublin strikers, besides
sending them several ship loads of
provisions and coal. At the same time
another big fund has been raised for
the widows and orphans of thev.fWent
Welsh colliery disaster. It all goes
to show that while the British people
are still willing to subscribe to funds
raised for practical and charitable
purposes, such matters as the Olympic games will not induce them to
part with, their money, even when.
the plan is backed by dukes and othef
members of the nobility.
The raising of the Dublin and the
Welsh funds, however, Is taken as another evidence of the growing wealth
of the trades
and close
unionists of the country. Much of the
money has come from the workers
and their organizations, which had
only just completed a fund of much
greater proportions to guarantee the
publication for three years at least
of a daily paper, "The Citizen," which
espouses the principles of trades
unionism.
-

'

ALEXANDER KING DEAD
Orange, N. X, Dec. B. Alexander
King, intimate friend of Andrew Carnegie and former vice president of the
American Thread company, died at

Women: Number Surprising
The number of young women who
suffer with weak back,, dizzy and nervous spells, dull headache and weariless is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, but if
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as directed relief follows promptly, and
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
tormina: drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
Ciross Drug Store. Adv.'
Young

STRIKERS ARE ARRESTED
Calumet, Mich., Dec, 5. Sixty-sistriking copper miners were arrested
by militia at the Allouze mine in Keweenaw county this morning for alleged violation of the injunction pro
hibiting picketing. Jeering at workmen was the specific charge. They
'were released on their own recognizance to appear before Circuit Judge
O'Brien on January 6.
x

Wheezing in the lungs indicates that
pblesrm Is obstructing the air passages.

Secretary P. H. Le Noir of the Y.
has received a challenge
from the Y.'M. C. A. baskeball team
at Newton, Kan., for a game with a
local Y. M. C. A. team. The Newton
team is composed of the apprentice
boys of the Santa Fe shops in that
city. Mr. Le Noir has decided to take
up the proposition. Mr. Le Noir last
night sent back word to this effect
and probably will stage the game either on December 19 or at Christmas.
A. E. De Marais, who this morning
took charge of the physical work at
the Y. M. C. A., will start at once to
organize a "Y" team and from the
large selection of players that can be
secured from the association, doubtless a fast team can be procured. Mr.
De Marais will act as coach.
The Newton Y. M. C. A. team is to,
play a game here and soon after the
local team is to go to Newton and
play the return game, if arrangements
can be made. Doubtless the local
team will go to Newton soon after
the first of the new' year, providing
it makes a good showing or defeats
the Newton team here this month. A
final announcement of the date for the
game here will be made within the
next few days

ELKS WILL BOWL

Will
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PHYSICAL

FOR THE Y.

-

CAPITAL

-

E. DE MARAIS,
FORMERLY OF
CHARGE
COLORADO,TAKES
OF THE WORK

A. E. De Marais of Aspen, Col.,
arrived last night from Albuquerque,
where he has been on business for
several weeks, and this morning entered upon his duties at the Y. M. C.
A. as
physical director. Mr. De
Marais will take the position vacated
'
by Walter Burns. He is one of the
best equipped men in the southwest
for this work.
,
The physical training experience of
Mr. De Marais includes two years as
director of the gymnasium classes at
the University of Colorado at Boulder
and several years as an assistant and
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a student in this line of work. He
also Is a student of the famous Ger
man Turners organization at Lead- ville, Col., and while there received
instruction from the best athletes in
Colorado.
One of tne Turners under
whom Mr. De Marais was a student
took second prize at the Turners' fes
tival in Denver several months ago.
was not a regular
(Mr. De Marais
member of the Turners' organization
at Leadville, but Held an honorary
l!
membership.
He is a member of the First Methodist church. Being a talented piano
player he doubtless wrll make the
Y. M. C. A. quite a lively place with
his music.
For the past several years Mr. De
Marais has been employed by the
W. E. Richardson Publishing company
of Chicago as a district manager and
had over 25 men under his direction
in the work of distributing school
reference books. In his work with
the Y. M. C. A. De Marais will handle the regular work for all the
classes, and will specialize on basketball coaching, having played on several big teams In Colorado. He expects to turn out a fast aggregation
from the Y. M. C. A. this year.
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HOREHOITND SYRXJP
A number of suffragists, members
BALLARD'S
looBpns the phlegm so that it can be of the ' various political parties, have
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c, made an arrangement which, if it can
Sold by
SOc and $1.00 per bottle.
be successfully carried out, will en- Central Drug Co. Adv.

PEOPLES BANK

DIRECTOR

SPOT? GAS

'
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PIN

statesman,
finding that he is busier in his re Engagements were cancelled and the
tirement than he was, as an ambassa- president will be confined to his room
"
tomorrow and probably Sunday.
dor.
Since his return from his round the
Berlin is considering a plan for a
world1 trip Mr. Bryce has had not
many days to himself. He did for a worklngmen's insurance against unfew weeks go into retirement at his employment, the cost of which is to
modest country home, "Hindleap," be divided between the worklngmen
h
Forest RoW,4 Sussex, but his retire- and the city.";
ment was almost entirely taken up
in writing, for Mr. Bryce is certain
to give' the public something about
51
'"a n I
the countries he visjted after leaving
America, and perhaps a book , about
America; ' His real work henceforth,,
however, will doubtless be, as one
i
i
writer has aptly, put it, "to express
r
fe
La La
La
the needs of the community upon the
broader sides of lira." Since his re
turn home Mr. Bryce has delivered a
number of addresses on. a great va'
riety of subjects. As popular as he
was in America as a speaker, he is
likely to' become quite as popular in
his own country.
We have marked on Larjje Green Tajs hundreds of items
The former ambassador to America,
is not alone In this practice of devot
in Furniture, Rujs and other goods at
ing his talents to the enlightenment
and services of his country, after his
retirement from active work. Another
of these is Sir Edward Fry, who a
$10 . 95
$15.00 Velvet 9x11 foot Rugs, go for '',
few days ago attained the age of 86.
for
$10.95
$15.00
9x12
Brussels
Seamless
Rugs,
go
It is 21 years since Sir Edward re$14.95
for
,
$20.00
Axmlnster
9x12
go
Rugs,
signed his seat as a lord Justice of
so on right down the line.
and
in
time
that
and
court
the
of appeal,
he has served in many useful capacRemember ail goods marked with Green Tajs sold for Cash
ities, not the least of which hw been
as one of England's representatives
only,
in the peace conferences at The
Hague.

is only a few weeks away and you are already considering the most
acceptable gift
for your child especially that boy,
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND PRESENT HIM WITH A BANK BOOK
'

GAME EVER
PLAYED. IN
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

his home here today of injuries re-ceveid when he was run down by an
automobile last Wednesday. He was
73 years old.

Fort Wayne, Id., Dec.
That
WILSON HAS GRIP
The Right Honorable James Bryce,
diana; leads the nation in Y. M. C. A.
Dec. B. President WilWashington,
work is the claim advanced at the when he left the British embassy at
forty-fiftannual convention of the Washington, announced that he was son has grip. His cold is In his nose
state organization, which met here retiring from public life. That may and throat, and his physician, Dr.
T. Grayson, ordered the presitoday for a three days' session. Re- - have been true, but like many an- Cary
he is dent to remain in bed again today.
for the convention other retired British

porta prepared
shew record breaking progress made
hy the Indiana branches of the association during the past year. While
the gain in membership has been
most marked, still more gratifying
has been the progress made in the
construction of new Y. M. C. A. buildings. Buildings costing from $50,000
to $500,000 have been completed recently in half a dozen Indiana cities.
The statement is made that nowhere
In the United States are thereto"be
found such modern buildings and
equipments for every kind of association work.
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CHRISTMAS

TEAS!

Unless something unforeseen causes
a change in plans, the Elks and a
picked team of Albuquerque bowlers
will play a. game by telephone Monday evening. The local team will bowl
upon the Elks' alleys while the Albuquerque bunch will play upon the
leading alleys in the Duke City, The
games will start' at 8 o'clock. The
Elks' teams will play against the pick
of the Antlered bowlers here In
to make the contest exciting for
the spectators. The local lineup will
be as follows: Dr. C. S. Losey, David
NO TRUST LEGISLATION
leg- Conway, E. J. McWenie, Manuel
Washington, Dee. 6. Anti-truLeslie C. ,WItten and Harry
islation will receive no detailed conElks and their
com- Martin, substitute.
sideration before the inter-stat- e
merce commission until after the pas- ladies are Invited to the club house
sage of the currency bill. The com- on Monday night' It Is expected the
mittee decided to delay outlining a Albuquerque team will announce its
general program until the senate has lineup here by Saturday night.
completed its long daily sessions.

In-

5.

LOCAL

M. C. A.,

sure

FORMER

k

ASSOCIATION WILL ORGANIZE
BASKETBALL SQUAD TO
MEET VISITORS

BRIDGE STREET

J

visit here.
Paul Copeland, representative for a
tobacco firm of Denver, was a'husl-nes- s
visitor here today.
P. E, Chase of El PaSo, Tex., came
In yesterday evening for a brief business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds leTt last night
for California where she will join Mr.
Raynolds and remain several weeks.
Murray Carletoa of Watrous, left
last night for St Louis where he will
visit relatives for the next few days.
Henry Wick, of Elgira, O., arrived
in the city last night and intends to
remain here for several weekaon business.
Miss M. V. Pirkey arrived in Las
Vegas last night and will be a visitor
with friends and relatives for the next
few days.
Ed Murphy has returned to his
home at shoemaker after having been
a business visitor here for the past
few days.
came in yesterday
O. A; Burtner
home at the Duke
his
from
evening
City for a short business visit here.
He is a typewriter dealer.
James Powell' of Denver, who has
been a business visitor in Las Vegas for the past few weeks, left yesterday afternoon for his home.
For all kinds of fancy crocheting,
chauffeurs' helmets, afghans, sweaters, etc., call Madam Bowles at Central hotel. Lessons taught, 25c. Adv.
W. A. Cameron, traveling passenger
agent for the Santa Fe Railway company, came in last night for a short
business visit here. He Hve3 in El
Taso.
Robert Sullivan, who resided in Las
Vegas several years ago and was
prominent in musical circles, is here
from his home In Chicago for a visit
with Mr. and MrB. H. J. Ryan and
other friends.
"The Rose Maid" company, which
delighted Las Vegans last night at
the opera house, left early this morn
ing for Santa Fe, where it will play
this evening. "The Rose Maid" scored one of the biggest hits ever made
in Las Vegas.
E. M. Coman of Saffordville, Kan
sas, accompanied by his brother, Sey
mour Coman of Chicago, arrived in the
city last night from their respective
homes and will be business visitors
here for the next few weeks. It is
said that they are here on a big land
proposition

INDIANA

PLAY

AT THE

W. M'. Scott of Santa Fe came in
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NEfflON Y. I!. C. A. TO

PROGRAM TONIGHT
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Five Xmas Suggestions

i

is the start of your shopping HsL You
hunt a week in the Christmas
k
without finding as attractive, acceptable and useful gifts as you can see y
in our
Read the suggestions
there are many, more where these came from.

HERE

hay-stac-

Vx,

show-windo-

ft

Electrlo Iron So useful

as
labor saver in the laundry.

Toaster-Sto-

v

toasts.

.

i

time and

Broils, fries, boils and

Electrlo Chaflntf

a

Dishes-Everybo- dy

enjoys coating dish cookery, particularly when so safe and convenient.

Electrlo C ; 'too Percolator

A Iwavs
ready, quick in action, handsome in

appearance.

Tea Samovar

Tea is quickly made
ritfht on the table and served hot.

Las Vegas Li$it and Power
Company

OJItt:.-'-,.e- -

1

-

On January 1 about 9,000 members
of the Amalgamated Society of Car-

penters and Joiners' will become members of the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America,
and the latter organization will then
assume practical control of virtually all branches of the carpenters'
union trade In the United
States,
Canada and Mexico. The merger of
the two organizations is a result of a
referendum vote recently taken by the
general membership of both unions.
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MADE

TO PAY OFF
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M.

A
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VEGAS-

DEBT
MEN GET BEHIND
BUSINESS
MOVEMENT TO AID LAS
VEGAS HOSPITAL

r

if

Friends of the Las Vega3 hospital

are, making an effort to raise money

with which to pay off the indebtedness of the institution,- which amounts
to $1,500 and has accumulated during
the past two years as the result of
the large amount of charitable worte
'
done. The hospital assumes the role
of benefactor to hundreds of tubercular patients who arrive in Las
Veeaa every' year with scanty funds
or entirely without money. Without
the Las Vegas hospital theBe people
either would be allowed to die from
hunger and neglect or they would be
a burden upon charitable people. The
hospital, bu furnishing an organization
for caring for the sick, can do so
much more effectively than any individuals or the unorganized efforts of
the community.
Every dollar donat
ed to its use is doubled In value for
this reason. The hospital receives
an annual appropriation from the leg
islature, but it is not sufficient to
meet the demands upon the institution for charity.
Charles Ilfeld and other prominent
business men are at the head of the
movement to get the hospital out of
debt. Persons wishing to make donations' should notify Mr. Ilfeld or any
of
member of the hospital hoard,
which Mrs. C. D. Boucher Is president. The following subscription list
Is being circulated:
Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 28, 1913.
Whereas, The Las Vegas hospital
has a deficit and Indebtedness of the
sum of Fifteen Hundred
($1 500.00)
Dollars which hag accumulated during
the past two years, and'
Whereas, the chief cause of the said
deficit has been the large number of
charity patients cared for at said hos
pital, and which charity patients, If
the said hospital did not care for,
would be a source of great perplexity
and expense to the community, and
Whereas, the appropriation made
for the use and assistance of the said
hospital by the state legislature is
inadequate for its said support, and
Whereas, the affairs of the said hos
pital have been conducted with the
most rigid economy and great care

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
F. D Ravnolds. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.
F

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided, Profits, $23,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of, service
,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

1,050

AT YOUR OQOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

fulness.
r.

:

-

Therefore, we the undersigned, re
cognizing the importance of the indispensability of the Las Vegas hos
pital to the community, hereby sub
scribe the amount set opposite our
names for the purpose of defraying
the above mentioned deficit and in
debtedness and for the support of
said institution.

J

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demon- -'
strator show you
Las Vegas Automobile

&

BacBloe.

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

'

Co

Ira L. Grimshaw, assistant attorney
general, represented the state auditor
and B. R. Wright, presented the Insurance department's side of the case.
This afternoon the case of state of
New Mexico ex rel. Isaac B. Beach
vs. the state board of loan commissioners was argued and submitted.
Application Approved
Water application No. 750 was approved today by the state engineer.
In this application Lester B. Farns-wortof liluewater, applied for 14.22
second feet from Pintada arroyo to be
stored to the amount of 4,200 acre feet
for the Irrigation of 2,070 acres. The
estimated cost of the irrigation works
is $10,750.
Inspection Last Night
The regimental staff officers, the
band and company E of the First regiment, New Mexico National Guard,
were inspected Wednesday evening
by Governor McDonald and Adjutant
General H. T. Herring. The men and
officers made an exceptionally good
showing and today expressions of regret were heard that more of the citizens of Santa Fe were not out to witness the local representatives of the
military arm of the service on dress
parade. This is the opening of a
statewide inspection of the guard by
the governor and the adjutant general. The next date is at Las Vegas
this evening where the company will
be Inspected. The general public Is
invited to be present on these occa

Wm, Whalen, Prop.

A L

AtJ D .W

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

PENITENTIARY SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' supwill
plies for the state penitentiarya. m.,
9 o'clock
until
received
le
Tuesday, December 9, 1913. Supplies
consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
leather, grain, etc. A list of these
supplies with conditions and blank
approposals will be furnished upon
to
the
Superintendent
plication
of PenitenBy order of the Board
Commissioners.
tiary
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Superintendent,
'
Bated:' October 14th, 1913, Banta
BIDS

FOR

Curry County Schools
The state educational department
statistician is again at work and has
prepared figures on Curry county for
the year 1'912-1It shows 53 districts
in Curry county; 65 teachers employ
ed, 21 of them men and 44 of them
women. One holds a life certificate;
16 have first grade; 3S second grade
and 10 hold third grade certificates,
The average monthly salary is $47.24.
The average for the men teachers is
$51.31 and for the women $45.30. The
total monthly payroll was $3,070.50,
The monthly salary ranged from $20 a
The total school
month to $112.50.
months taught was 349 and the aver
out
age was 5.37 months. Forty-eigh- t
of the 65 teachers taught five, months
or more. The sum of $17,182.75 was
paid in salaries during the year. Of
the school buildings 54 are owned and
six rented. Twenty-ondistricts re
port libraries having an aggregate va
lue of $474.70. Agriculture is taught in
three schools; domestic science in
one and manual training in two. Of
the school buildings, 57 are of frame
and one each of adobe, brick and
stone.
e

THE WAY TO PREVENT
COLD WEATHER DISEASES
There would be lots less sickness
during cold weather If folks would
preonly take ordinary common-senscautions against it. When you hear
there is small-poaround, you don't
lose much time in getting your fam
ily vaccinated. But lots of you do
not use the same good sense in preventing colds, the grippe, bronchitis,
pneumonia, typhoid fever, rheuma
tism and other diseases, some of
them very serious and dangerous,
and some of which nearly every member of your family is almost certain
to suffer from before winter is over
unless some medicine Is taken to
build up the body and put it in perfect order before cold weather sets
'.
in.
Vaccination prevents' the growth of
In the blood, and
germs of small-poe

x

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 5. In the su
preme court today, a decision in cases
Nos. 1553 and 1554, entitled the city
of Tucumcari vs. D. A. Belmore, Jr.,
from Quay county was handed down.
City of Tucumcari, appellee, vs. D.
A. Belmore, Jr., appellant. Quay counputs the system into a proper healthy
ty.
condition to resist small-pox- .
Rexall
These cases both arise out of judg Olive Oil Emulsion is designed as an
ments for violation of an ordinance aid to prevent as well as relieve disof the city of Tucumcari. The first ease. It strengthens the body to over
case is a judgment for violation of come the germs and helps to put your
section 6 or ordinance No. 47, which system into the right condition to reprohibits wooden buildings within cer sist disease. It contains the four
tain prescribed fire limits of the city,
recommended by physiand the second case Is a judgment for cians to tone the nerves and blood,
the violation of section 18 of the or- in combination with purest Olive Oil,
dinance, which prohibits the keeping to nourish and strengthen them.
of such buildings
and maintaining
You who are weak and
within such fire limits, each day they and you who are apparently well now,
are so kept or maintained constitut- but are liable to suffer from various
ing a separate offence.
cold weather ailments, use Rexall
Judgment of the court below, modi Olive Oil Emulsion to get and keep
fied and as modified affirmed.
well and strong. For the tired-out- ,
Insurance Case Argued
nervous, emaciated or deThe state insurance
department bilitatedthe convalescing growing
case was argued in the supreme court children aged peopre it is a sensible
yesterday. The title of. the case is aid to renewed strength, better spirthe state of New Mexico, ex rel, Jaco-b- o its, glowing health.
Chaves, vs. W. G. Sargent, State
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion king of
auditor.
the celebrated Rexall Remedies is for
In this case the state superintend freedom from sickness of you and
ent of insurance seeks to compel the your family. Pleasant-tasting-,
constate auditor to pay his salary, al- taining no alcohol or dangerous drugs,
though the last legislature did not pro- you'll be as enthusiastic about it as
vide for it in its regular appropriation we are when you nave noted its
bill. The case Is very similar to the
strengthening, invigorating, buildingaction recently up,
mounted
effects. If It
police
g
brought In the "supreme court which does not help you; your money will be
was docided against the mounted pogiven back to you without argument.
lice, and resulted In the abolition of Sold in this community only at our
of more
that office. There is this difference, store The Rexall Store-o- ne
however, in the case of the mounted than 7,000 leading drug stores m the
police, there was a specific repeal of United States, Canada and Great Brit
some of the provisions of the original ain. E. G. Murphey, comer Sixth and
act in a subsequent law, while in the Douglas Streets, East Las Vegas, N.
Insurance department case, there is M. Adv.
but an implied repeal of the original
law, which made the pay of the suat
WANTED Clean cotton rags
perintendent a continuing appropria-

Ta pnt oar New Metal

Fits His Case Exactly
"When father was sick about six
ago he read an advertisement
Tablets in the pa-ir-s
It Chamberlain's case
exactly." write.
that fit his
of Ft. Smith,
mm Margaret Campbella box
of ttiem
r'K
"He purchased'
My
has not been sick since. was
Kter had stomach trouble and
benefited by them." For sale by
Adv.
dealers.
cJ
;

l4 rant STRIPS

on your doors and windows to keep
out cold and

SAVE FUEL
FRANK R.EVELL
Contractor and Builder

PBONE

-

Vega

466

TOR

CLASSIFIED

;

Five cents

per line each'. Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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LAS VEGAS;
COMMANDERY, NO. 2
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PLAR R eg-"ar conclave
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day in each month at Ma-oTemple at 7:J
m. O.
KlnkeL B.
Chaa. Tamme.'
No.
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Arrive
Depart
9:10 p. in... 9:lf p
comer.
No.
4
.11:05 p. m... .11:05 p.
No . i. . 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
NO. S, ROY- - No. 10.. . 1 :45 p. m. .
2:10 0
u nwn masons Regular con- West Bound
ivauoa nrgt Monday in
Arrive
Depart
each month at Masonic No. 1 . . 1:20 p. m. .
1:45 p.
A. Brlnegar, H.
P.; p. o. No. 3.. . 6:!0 a. m... 6:15 a. m
Temple at 7
No. 7..
4:20 p. m. . . 4:30 p. m
Blood, Secretary. No.
.. . 6:35 p. ni.
7:00 p i
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O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO
Meets every Monday

1.

NUMBER, MAIN L

Wanted

tneirhail on Sixth

in

HtrAnf

IB LIU

ATTOKNEYaj
ft

brethren cordially invited to
HUNKER & HUNKER
attend
.
. rues, n.
u.; uus Lehman, V. Q.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunket
T. M. Elwood. Secrefnrr.Attorn
New Mexl
Treasurer; C. V. HedgcMk, Cemeten Las Vegas,
house- Trustee.
-

WANTED Girl for general
work. Apply 1100 Seventh

street

B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
For Irrigated or dry
fourth Tuesday evening of each
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Admonth Elks' home on Ninth street and
dress H, care Optio.
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
$le
Secretary.
1
1
FOR TRADE My equity in southern KNIGHTS AND
LADIES OF SECURCalifornia city property, for dry
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
land. F, Hays, care M. R. Williams. W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each 1
FOR SALE One upright piano. 307 month at 8
p. m. Visiting itnlghts and
Eleventh street Phone Main 176. Ladies
always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
$
TJ
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
c
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR RENT Four room
furnished East Las Vegas, N. M.
brick house with bath. W. C. Hurt,
317. Grand avenue.
L. 0 O. MOOSE Meets second and
o . I
fourth
Thursday evening each
tun. itiSiST well furnished rooms, month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltln
close in. No healthseekers. Phone
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
c
Main 407.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary
-

TO TRADE

For YOU!

Foi

elegant Rogers'
v Silver Spoon
-- if you use

v

EMPRESS
FLOUR
i
U

For fient

S

iU
In

ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Desirable front room in
I. O". of B. B. Meets
every first Tue
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue.
'
day of the month In the vestry roomi
Phone Purple 5501.
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock 5
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
neighborhood, newly painted, papered, electric lights. Low rate. Greenclay, Secretary.
Phone Purple 5301.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed,
comfortable, furnished Love at Woodmen ol th9 World hall
room; no health seekers. Phone on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Purple 6301.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

U

8s

V
J
V

SILVER
PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL

CIL

N. M.

The great strike of longshoremen
in New Zealand has collapsed.

COLUMBUS, COUNMeets second and
Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

NO. 804.

?curth
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
.

--

3WI
P

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 Ibe, Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
v go lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 Ibe, Each Delivery

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

A

FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be cb- -

.tained in this city from

517 DOUGLAS AVK.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

9

ALL GROCERS

GU A PUR

A

.20c per 10 lbs.
.25c per 100 lbs.

..M......30o

per

..M...50c

per 10t lee,

100

40c per 1M

.

lie.
I

he.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storera, aad Distributors of Natural Ice, tie Purity
Lasting Quail Uea of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

C. C. CLAYTON, Prop

'

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,

MERCHANTS CAFE

J

OF

KNIGHTS
Esquibel, Mineral Hill,

T5he

lSUl

Local Deputy.
Visiting
members are especially welcooe antf
cordially invited.

WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
S.

P CO
3U

I cqgoca.

Montague,

fZi&csiiansQL's
Address

It s giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
leam how Much

EetferEMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

g

J. E.

FOR RENT

X1

EE

I

ANT Ads
Are Best

Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

x

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

'

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT

Albuquerque, N.
215 E. Central

M.

Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS.
A. JONES
23

E.

CO

-

V

Market Finder

Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

--

tion.

W'

ADVER

TISEMENTS

run-dow-

disease-preventin-

LET US SEND YOU A MAN

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night at
munication firat and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cot
aca month. Ylaitlnj dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prea
brotheri cordially in- - dent; J. T. Rubier.
Secretary; C H.
Mtad. Wan t 1111..
Baily, Treasurer.

COLUMN

run-dow-

California Woman Seriously Alarmed
"A short time ago 1 contracted a
sever cold which rettled on my luTXES
and caused mA a irreat deal of annoy
ance. I would have bad coughing spells
and my lungs were so sore ana inflamed I began to be seriously alarm
ed. A friend recommended Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy, saying she had
used it for years. 1 bought a bottle
and it relieved my cough the first
mlfhl- anrl In a week I was rid of the
cold and soreness of my lungs," writes
Miss Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

RATES

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLXD

!M3T

sions.

x

G

OPTIC

LOBBY RESTAURANT' AND

h,

-

Pbone Main 344.

Ue

,
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Classifies td&
those who MIGHT

area out the people to whem amoaa ai! t
BY the particular talis: H worth Meat

That property roa waa to sell la WOJtlH MOST vft
woald lever tea
who
the ada. U turn aewspaper-a- ad
your property unleca it were advertised aere.

.

rda

Other,

are anxious

gg

who rea4 and ana vrer ada. la tils lewnaper waat (
to pay taaa tor) books, aatomoBlles, wed sa&Uae?

and furniture, articles of
atrumeata.

ucnlneas el

amy

aert, aad

uuical

f

At the classified ads, are read T all peaaiwe eaya, ef an YJ
sorts ef ialxg tkey eat a eoaa te be Madera ef the best as

slDle

ets.
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Remedy Uaed by

TOYS

FOR CHRISTMAS
TRADE

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Mothers Who Took it When Children
Now Giving it to Their
Children

There must be genuine merit to ah
article that has stood the test of
of users.
NEW YORK MERCHANTS SHOW
In the field of medicine ndiie has
DISREGARD
FOR PREDIChad greater success, nor retained that
TIONS OF HARD TIMES
success to a greater degree, than Dr.
- I?f
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which is now
New York, Dev. 5 "Do Your Christbeing used by three generations of
mas Shopping Early" reads the inIts use in families is conpeople.
scription on posters and cards which stant! v becoming more general. The
have been widely displayed through- reason, primarily, i that it has merit,
out the city for some time. No man It is what it represents itself to be, a
or woman living in New York or com- laxative-tonic- ;
it does not make exing to this city on a visit could fail aggerated claims nor use coarse langto see these signs. They were everyto set forth its virtues,.
where and perhaps that is the reason uage
It is a medicine but so mild and
that this year the Christmas shopping gentle a medicine that thousands of
has indeed begun earlier than in for- ' mothers give it to tiny Infants, and
mer years. The &.: P. U. G., as the
yet, in a slightly larger dose, it is
Society for the Prevention tf Un- equally effective for grown-ups- .
It
necessary Gifts is called, has been is for any disorder of the stomach,
quite active for some time-- , but if the l.iver or bowels, for constipation no
propaganda of the society has been matter how chronic, for dyspepsia no
at all effective, it could have been so matter how severe, for mnousness,
only within an extremely limited cir- sour stomach, gas on the stomach,
cle, probably only among a certain headaches, drowsiness after eating
clique of unmarried men and women and similar complaints arising from a
of the most selfish and egotistical clogged-ucondition of the bowels.
ibrand who never had a kind thought Tt is
pleasant to the taste and does
for the kiddies.
not gripe. It can be used with safety
Evidently the merchants have had and good results by anyone at any age
no apprehension that the agitation or in
any condition of health, and
carried on by the S. P. U. G. would that person's health will improve.
seriously interfere with Christmas Every druggist sells it and the price
"business. Even tariff tinkering, I. W, is
only fifty cents and one dollar a
W. and other labor evils and the prosbottle.
pect of new financial legislation by
congress could not frighten the deal- the display of the most expensive
ers in Christmas goods and, with a
toys and other holiday goods is perreckless disregard of the high cost of
haps a trifle more limited than a
Jiving, they stocked ,up their shops
or two ago and that medium-price- d
to overflowing with the most tempt- year
toys and useful gifts show a
ing wares for theYuletide ever seen greater predominance than in former
In thia old town.
but, however that may be, the
It seems reasonable to assume that years,
difference is not material.
the retail merchants are the best
Current events and achievements In
judges of the financial condition of the world's worli are
always to some
the people. They come consistently in
In the eyes of chilreflected'
extent
contact with the people, know what
of the period. The war on the
and how much the latter are buying dren
Balkan
peninsula and the internal
and, having thus their hand on the
in Mexico have left their imtroubles
financial pulse of the buyers at all
in
the realm of toys, as they
times, they must naturally be the print
have influenced the realm of women's
best judges of the purchasing ability
fashion. A warlike spirit is clearly
of the people with whom they deal,
if this is granted, the attitude of the reflected in the toys, especially in
those for hoys, and military equipmerchants, as expressed by their holon a miniature scale form a
ments
iday displays would indicate that in
feature this year. The
prominent
their judgment there is money enough
in
several
achievements
latest
in the city to justify the merchants
shown
are
also
science
of
branches
to offer to the public what they do.
of
in
automobiles,
the
form
racing
Money may be somewhat close, but
the merchants know that the tight- submarine boats,
and
ness Is only temporary and that It "wireless" outfits, toy telephones
scienor
mechanical
other
a
of
toys
will have no material effect upon
nature.
,
this year's Christmas trade. The tific,
character
of the toys for girls
The
the
of
well
as
the
as
quality
quantity
some
K00d3 displayed In the various shops has always been influenced by
before
events.
Never
current
of
tle
of
the
last
standard
the
to
is fully up
few years and if there has been any has there been so large a display of
as this year
change in the character of the goods dolls n bridal finery
is quite likely that the recent
to
and
it
not
be
will
apparent
it
displayed,
the casual observer. Careful Inves- White House wedding had something
tigators may, perhaps notice that to do with this phenomenon.
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WM. ROSWELL TAYLOR

Thousands of families throughout
the country are never without Syrup
Pepsin in the house, among them Mrs.
W. A, Taylor, 717 Lincoln Ave., Beloit,
Wis. She has five children and gives
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin to all of
them as needed. Little William used
to cry half the night with cramps and
pain, but since being given , Syrup
Pepsin he does so longer. The use
of this remedy will teach you to avoid
cathartics, salts, purgatives and phys-ic- s
generally aa they are entirely too
harsh. Syrup Pepsin cures gradually,
but the cure Is comfortable, safe and
permanent.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and address on it will do.
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Although a great many of the toys,
especially of the simpler kinds, are
made in this country, the bulk of the
better class of toys of every description are imported from Germany and
France. Russia, Sweden and Japan,
particularly the latter, have also entered the toy market in this country
with more or less success and some
of the Japanese toys are remarkable
for their beauty and originality as
well as for their low selling price.
Russia supplies principally wooden
toys for very email children and
Sw,eden dolls for the girls and cutlery
for the boys.
bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, Inactive kidney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taunton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was beyond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most beneficial in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store! Adv.

fSbm.
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'

Not Beyond
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'

The Panama canal and Its approaching completion are responsible for
many toys and igames which may be
classed among this year's novelties.
There are many models of the canal,
some quite elaborate, with their locks
and ships ready to pass through.
There are also numerous games in
which the Panama canal ' figures in
some way.
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'THE ROSARY' NOT SECTARIAN IN CHARACTER

Stfo?

While Principal Character Is Catholic Priest, There Is Nothing to Offend Those of Other Creeds

1
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Telling a story through which runs and Mr. Clarence A. Sterling, whoj
fills the character, seems to have
the author's Inspiration in his
caught
and yet is not of the
of the role, as the audiconception
.
to
nature
bring offense. "The Ros-- ence at the Duncan
opera house will
ary," the play of Edward F. Rose's see when the production is presented
which proved such big success last next Monday night.
He plays a keen Ijrish sense of
eeason, Is repeating this year with
humor
and good will as a foil to his
added brilliancy. While the central
calling, and thus Is able to
priestly
figure Is that of a Catholic priest, the solve
the depths of a domestic tragcharacter is so drawn that the ques- edy and restore happiness to a home
tion of sectarianism Is not in any that Is near destruction through the
way Involved,
machinations of a designing villain
Rev. Brian Kelly Is presented as a who seeks revenge because another
man of God, whose greatest thought has won the woman he loves. He
is the good he can do for his fellow-ma- n wantonly brings1 the loving wife into
of whatever creed of of no creed, disrepute, after ruining her sister

a virile religious sentiment that is;
heart-touchin-

i

and also plots tl'tk wrecking of the
fortunes of his successful rival, who
believes him a steadfast friend. It
is the office of the priest to unravel
the tangle and restore tranquility,
perfecting a moral that( should be
witnessed foy everybody, as well as
enjoyed. The cast chosen for the
presentation is a capable one with
out exception, and the scenic equipment of the production is beautiful as
well as effective. The staging of the
show is a credit to Edward W. Rowland, Jr., who has six companies play
ing the same play this season.
The seat reservation opened at
Murphey's store this morning with
a heavy sale.
,
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P. BuccI is reported as seriously ill
at his borne.

Specially Padked For
BtlAN BREADS GEMS and
BISCUITS'
HAVE YOU TRIED.. IT?;
Sealshipt Oysters
'r
Noufchatel
Iowa Cream nnnran
a
IBM LJ3 LSI
rie

Light automobile lamps
'
o'clock this evening,

i

at

OFF

3

THEY

On Every Overcoat

5:31

in the Store

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Read Palace Clothing company's
advertisement on page 3 Adv.

128.00

For Sale My residence and Overland automobile. J. P. Earickson.

less

$18.00 Overcoats, less
$15.00 Overcoats, less
$12.50 Overcoats, less

Adv.

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct Irom the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

While

The E. Romero Hose and Fire company will hold Its regular meeting to
night All members are requested to
be present.

They Last

REBBSR8S88355TSSEIS

TAICHERT'S
CLOTHING

STORE

Correct Garments for Men

lIlIlIIIIlIIHSiIllll:SIiIiIIlIliiIiISIlIIHIEIIIllIElII5IISlSlIIEilSlIillIltISIllUIEEIirA

Potter's Popular Voting
Contest Now Open- An elegant ladies workstand filled tfith our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
Eve.
,;;;;'v

'.;.

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

an

i'i

Potter Candy Company
iilSiEEEEEIElIElElIElElEIillfllEElEEiEEEEllEElEEEElllEEEEUllEEUEIEEEESIlEEIEElEElElEElEElEiV

DAVAJ0' BLAHIE1S

Read Palace Clothing company's
For the first time during the last 30
days there, were no marriage licenses advertisement on page 3. Adv.
issued at c tie., court house yesterday.
Mrs. Prudencia. de Lucero, aged 64
This is mostijinusual considering that
died
60
licen
a
yesterday morning at her home
few days ago nearly
only
east of the Sonta Fe tracks. Mrs,
ses had been Issued within 30 days.
Lucero Is survived by two daughters,
ho,, are employed at the Caataiw,
Potter
popularity,
j'fcontest
(llThe
"
changed its aspect last night when the and her husband, J. M. Lucero. 'The
Normal students cast a huge number The funeral occurred this morning,
of votes for Miss Leila Brown, plac- funeral occurred this morning.
ing her far in the lead. Miss Eleanor
The old faithful thermometer took
Mason is in second place while Miss
a drop last night, and after jumping
Mary Hays takes third. .
around for several hours, finally
Homemade
including reached the low mark of 14 degrees.
eatables,
bread, micemeat, candy and ft long This is the coldest recorded this winlist of dainties, as well as fancywork. ter, 20 degrees being the lowest prior
aprons and other creations of the to last night.
needle will be on eale Saturday, December 13, at the guild hall on NaThe case of the state against C. W.,
tional avenue by the Ladies' guild of W. Summerlin, which originated when
St Paul's church. The sale will begin Mr. Summerlin refused to pay a $200
J
at 2 o'clock. Adv.
bond for the disappearance of a certain C. W. Wilkes who was arrested
Read Palace Clothing company's In the spring of 1912, charged with
advertisement on pag'e3. Adv.
assault with a deadly Veapon upon
"Frenchy" Fortin,' has been postponed
The prices we offer oh suits are by Judge D. J. Leahy for 10 days. A
hard to beat; $12.50, $15, $18, $20 all short hearing of the case occurred
wool cassemere and worsted suits yesterday.
VJ;'
reduced to $8.98, while they last.
Come In and reap from this harvest.
331-off on Adler Rochester Suits PRESERVED FRUITS
and Overcoats. Talchert's Clothing
Store. Correct Garments for Men.
3

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortmentfine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

Adv.

--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

f

NOW ON MARKET

The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold their regular meeting on
THOSE WHO FAILED TO CAN
Monday eevning, December 8, at the
DAINTIES DURING SUMMER
8
W. O. W. hall, on Sixth street, at
WILL BE INTERESTED
'o'clock. Election of officers for the
ensuing year will be held, and every
Sunday's dinner will be just
member is urgently requested to be
what the housewife wishes to
present. Cigars and refreshments will
It. It should be good. The best
make
be served.
of the land is at the disposal of the
The three-ree-l
feature, "In the housewife. In meats everything popu
Midst of the Jungle," which was lar to this season of the year may
prices and
shown at the Photoplay theater last be purchased at the usual
v- - .
of
quality.
good
Interestmost
the
was
one
of
night,
The , vegetable display invites ining and thoroughly unique pictures
ever shown, in Las Vegas.. . The wild spection. Everything from the little
animals showed excellent training round radish to the huge pumpkin or
while the cast of players was made squash, is on deck and of good qualof stars. The picture, as announced, ity. In fruits strawberries are the
luxury, They came from" California
was shown only last night.
and are decidedly delicious.
The, special article on the market
The Pearl Hand laundry will, be
Sunday is a new variety of "pre
8
Mr;
December
f
reopened Monday,
bp
J. L. Smith of Boston. Mr. Smith, a served fruits that brings to the house
what she neglected
thorough laundry man with 18 years' wife Just exactly
to put up during the summer. This
experience, has. put the laundry in a
first class condition and asks the etock Is of the best quality known,
ladies and gentlemen of Las Vegas to and the grocers predict a big sale on
send him, a.,trial package. Mr. R. L. it during the next two weeks.
Taking the market as a whole and
Richmond will act; as solicitor and
closely, one will find din
criticising
215.
Adv.
collector. Phone Main
ner menus most tempting. All that
Over 500 people visited the Bachar-ac- is necessary is to pick the best and
department store yesterday after- produce an excellent dinner for
noon to witness the living models
show. On account of the lateness of
TOO LATE TO CIVSSIFY
the trains, "The Rose Maids" did not
arrive until about 4 o'clock, but by
goods, cook4:30 o'clock they were dressed in FOR
and groceries, at 710
utensils
and
domestic
ing
oriental
evening
fancy
Main street, Saturday only; 9 a.
gowns and other ladies' wearing ap
'
ben-fi- t
to 6 p. m.
m.
for
the
them
and
displaying
parel
of Las Vegas ladies.
WANTED A girl at Potter's Candy
Store.
Read Palace Clothing company's
advertisement on page 3. Adv.
-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

, ,

,

H

IN THE CITY

WILL INSPECT COMPANY
OF THE NATIONAL
GUARD TONIGHT

Governor W. C McDonald, accomT.
panied by Adjutant General H.
Herring of the New Mexico National
Guard, ajrrived in Las Vegas this

Overcoats, Jess

$25.00 Overcoats,

While cranking the J. D. Hand au
tomobile yesterday afternoon at Apa
che Springs, Eddie Jones received a
broken arm when the engine kicked.
He was brought to this city and the
arm dressed.

Ste litis' Store

i--

HERRING

afternoon. Tonight at the armory the
Inadjutant general will conduct an
o.f
H
the
First
of
Company
spection
infantry in the presence of the gov
ernor. The inspection will begin at
8 o'clock and the general public Is
invited to be present
Adjutant General Herring is making
an inspection of all the militia companies in the state, and the inspection which will be conducted here is
the second that he has made since
taklpg office. The regular annual in
spection, which, was conaucted by a
regular army officer, occurred last
spring.
Immediately after the Inspection a
dance will be held. Men who dance
will be charged 50 cents for dancing,
While ladies and spectators will be
admitted free of charge.
During the evening Governor McDonald will make a epeech to the
company and all others present. His
remarks probably will be along the
lines of military workd will be
interestlne.
A large attendancefof the public is
desired by the militiamen so that a
good Impression may be obtained as
of the company anddS
standard it maintains. General Her.
ring formerly resided In Las Vegas
and was popular in society circles:!
He will be greeted here by a large
number of his friends.

YOUR. HUSBAND WILL BE
' "TICKLED TO DEATH"
IF YOU GIVE HIM ONE of THE FAMOUS

Royal
"THE

Father's easy chair ought to be the most comfortable

hatr in the
house. It surely will be if you buy a Royal, because in it he can
assume any position from ritiing
'htheButtOn-andRestw icijimug oy. a iigni nnger
pressure on the .famous..1 'Push
Button." He can stretch out
at full length with bis feet on
the "Foot Rest'! '(out of si?ht
when not in use) and take his
newspaper, favorite book or
Or Sleep
pipe and tobacco from the Newspaper Basket Concealed in the
Foot Rest. It's a great chair
all parts guaranteed. Nearly 1,000 styles. Over half a million
now in use. A style and price to suit you .
T

oyal(asyQiairs,

Ctvn be ha.d today at
-.-

the Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

FRUITS
We have the finest of all fruits in all
varieties, Apples, Bananas, Oranges,
Grapefruit, JUemons, Cranberries, Figs,

Dates, Etc.

Citron, Lemon Peel, Orange
Cherries and Pineapple.

Peel,

EVAPORATED FRUITS
Prunes, Peaches, Apricots, Apples,
Loganberries and Raspberries.

Hie Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
ARMY ENGINEER DEAD
Smith of Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Smith
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 5. Lieutenant is manager of a lumber company.
Colonel David Dubose Gaillard, United
MOVES TROOPS AWAY
States army, who directed the engiout
di
the
Culebra
work
in
Donaueschingen, Germany, Deo. B.
neering
vision of the Panama canal, died at
Emperor William this afternoon orhere
the transfer of the entire gardered
today,
Johns Hopkins hospital
rison at Zabern, Alasace, owing to
the trouble between the soldiers and
WILL MARRY AGAIN
Et. Paul, Minn., Dec. 5. Mrs. John the citizens there. He also directed
A. Johnson, widow of the late Gover that the court martial proceedings in
nor John A. Johnson, will be married connection with the recent rioting be
ua Christmas day to William Alley accelerated,

ANOTHER SHIPMENT

JUST

ED. W. ROLAND

BISMARK
SEEYED ANY STYLE

this-novelt-

Is?

'

OPEN ALL NIGHT

:

...

ggg3

JR. (Inc.) OFFERS

Play of

Founded
upon an
Emblem

Merest

GIVE HIS ORATION

of Purity

CONTEST
OF STATE
WILL SPEAK AT TEMPLE
MONTEFIORE TONIGHT

WINNER
'

Montefiore
Tonight at' Temple
Frank Landau,( eon of Dr. Jacob H.
Landau, will'1 deliver his oration,
"What Is True Patriotism?" This is
the oration which won the state
contest ,in Albuquerque last
week, in which Mr. Landau participated as the representative of the
New Mexico Normal University. It
is expected that a large number of
Las Vegans will go to the temple tonight to hear the gifted young speaker. The oration will be given in connection with the regular Friday evening services of the temple, which will
begin at 8 o'clock.
ora-troic-

Dy EDWARD E. HOSE
Author ofJanice Meredith, Alice of Old Vincennes, The
Prisoner ofZenda, David Harum, The Spenders, Etc

'

THE

rowf York, GhiGDio

(

Oooion Guogqgg

GREAT

SYhOPSIS OF PLAY
Act I.

Lawn In front of Bruce Wilton's
country borne. West Chester, N. Y.
"Tbe hour

Aft

m

liptnt with

tbee,

dear

tiring ot pearit to jne."

Act in. Bruce Wilton's Study the next

morning.

" tell tach bead unto tbe end.
and tbtre a crost it bung

hart.

Act II. An hour later. Bruce Wilton's

ACT IV.

later.

study.

It was planned at the first of the
week to havea dance at the Commercial club rorris this evening, but on
account of conflicting affairs It was
decided this morning that the event
should be postponed until next week.
RANSDELL

Washington, Dec. 5. The' tenth
annual rivers and harbors congress
Senadjourned today after
ator Ransdell of Louisiana president,
and passing resolutions endorsing annual federal appropriations for river
and harbor Improvements and a national policy for waterways.

" count tbetn over,
Af r rvwryl My

OUtflt'S
Have You Tried
Our

i

Figs, Nuts, Etc Etc

iJ

fwcitn

'7 kiss tacb

one fpart.

bead and atrire at last to learn
J o kiss tbe Cross, sweetheart! to kiss the Cross!

ntryT '

COMPLETE

MAGMFCIENT PRODUCTION

Gorgeous Electrical Effects

Prices

5Dc 75c

C1.CO

Seats on Sale at Murphey's Friday

UHSI1Y

SMIL DISPATCH HOURS

CIIMiE

SUNDAY

GLUB TO

DISCUSS LIVE ISSUE

ALTERATION IN THE SANTA
FE THE PROBLEM OF THE HEALTH.
TIME TABLE IS GIVEN AS
SEEKER WILL BE THE TOPIC
''
'
CAUSE
FOR TONIGHT
As a result of the? han'ga ia the
Santai Fe time table, affecting the pas- ,'
senger schedule, the Las Vegas
as well as all those along the
Santa fe lines from Chicago to California, will be forced to change Its
mail dispatch hburs. The new time
table goes into effect Sunday, and the
hew postoffice schedule will take ef
fect at the same time.
The mail dispatch will close for all
the mail trains as follows: Train
No. 10 at 1:20 p. in.; train No. 2 at
7 p. m.; train No. 8 at ,8 p. m.r train
post-office-

No. 9

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
Kraut

wry

Outside the ehupel one year

(TEXT BY ROBERT CAMERON ROGERS)

WILL

OF

AT

f

THE DUNCAN

FRANK LANDAU WILL

Fresh
Oysters

sure-enoug- h

r.ino

Human

SALE-Houaeh-

One of the most unique novelties
ever received in Las Vegas came to
Charles Rosenthal this morning in the
form of a post card phonograph rec
ord. This novelty is a
record and was tried out on a phono
graph and played fairly well. Mr. Ro
senthal received the post cards from
Berlin, Germany, but sold the entire
lot almost Immediately upon its ar
rival. He has placed a big order for
and doubtless hereafter
when Las Vegas people go visiting
they will carry a package of phono"
graph records in the form of post
cards.

1.

GIFTS THAT MEAN SOMETHING

A

h

CANDIED FRUITS

'

v.

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON

I

At

Chairs

Eocsy

PUSH BUTTON KIND"

at

6:25 p. m.;

andtroin

No.

3

at 8 p. m. The pubHi is" requested to
take notice of this change and place
mail In the postoffice before, the times
mentioned. Should any mail be received in the office later than the
time mentioned it will Ije delayed.
It has been the opinion of a number of people that mail for the south
is dispatched here on the noon train,
No. 1,' but this Is lncorect. A mail
pouch from Denver is received on this
train, but none is dispatched.
In regard to the mailing of Christmas
parcels early, the postmaster repeats
his request of several days ago that
all parcels be mailed as soon as possible. The postal department
will
handle a larger business this year than
ever before in its history, and conse
of the public
quently the
is necessary for first class service.

i.

-

Tonight at 8:15 o'clock the University club will meet at the Y. M. C. A.
The leader will be Rev, J. L. Imhof,
who will discuss the
subject "The
Drifters, or the Problem of the Unemployed and the Healthseeker of the
Southwest."
This is a subject which carries
a large scope of possibilities In the
way .of discussion. Among the questions that will be brought out will
be:
"What is the relation between
boosting a city and the bringing .in
of unemployed men?"
"To what extent does advertising
climate bring charity patients to our
hospital?"
"Should we pass along an applicant for charity to the next
city?"
"Would it be the practical
thing to
have a municipal wood yard la our
city?"
"What let the best way to meet the
problem of the healthseeker who is
willing but can only do a certain
kind of work "
"What would be the best way to
educate the physicians of the east
to the fact that they are doing wrong
when they tell a man to go to a certain community and that he will be
able to secure Just the kind of employment he needs to meet his lease?"
An men who are Interested are in- . ;

